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Abstract
Business processes can be sophis cated if implemen ng various kinds excep onal
paths. Instead of modeling every possible devia on of a path in a predeﬁned process deﬁni on, excep onal paths can be added on demand. However, such ﬂexibility
requirements bring business process management systems to the limits of its capacity.
Run me ﬂexibility, whether triggered by process model op miza ons or needed for
ad hoc changes represents a key requirement in today’s process aware informa on
systems. Beside sta ng prerequisites for providing robust support for ﬂexible scenarios from a technical point of view, addi onal features needed for the convenient usage
by end users are discussed. By providing comparison between four process engines,
which oﬀer support for run me ﬂexibility, enables prac cal insides in those capabilies of real world solu ons. Limita ons of ﬂexibility features for each business process
solu ons compared are discussed respec vely.
Restric ons on ﬂexibility features depend on the overall concept. BPMN (Business
Process Model and Nota on) seems to be not appropriate for the demand of ﬂexibility in business processes. Despite the fact that there are alterna ve concepts available, BPMN as the de facto standard cannot be subs tuted that easily. Addi onally,
process management systems consist of several components, which make them to
the complexity hiding solu ons they are today. However, solely making technology
mature for instant changes does not imply the convenient execu on of excep onal
situa ons. Nonetheless, it deﬁnes a fundamental requirement.
Dynamic processes already can be implemented to a certain extent. Unpredictability
can be handled as well with the help of case management. Yet companies will be required to shi IT from tradi onal sta c process capabili es to highly ﬂexible intelligent
workﬂows.
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Kurzfassung
Geschä sprozesse mit einer Menge von implemen erten Abweichungen vom Standardpfad können sehr komplex werden. Sta jede Ausnahme in einem vordeﬁnierten
Prozess abzubilden, können Abweichungen nach Bedarf hinzugefügt werden. Jedoch
bringen solch dynamische Anforderungen Geschä sprozessmanagementsysteme an
ihre Grenzen.
Anpassungsfähigkeit zur Laufzeit, egal ob diese durch Op mierungen am Prozessmodell oder durch Ad-hoc-Änderungen hervorgerufen werden, bildet die Schlüsselanfordung in heu gen Informa onssystemen. Neben Voraussetzungen für robuste Unterstützung für anpassungsfähige Szenarien aus technischer Sicht, werden Merkmale für
die brauchbare Anwendungen durch Benutzer behandelt. Mit dem Vergleich von vier
Prozess-Egines werden prak sche Einsichten in die Möglichkeiten von realen Lösungen dargelegt. Einschränkungen bei der Flexibilität der verglichenen Processsystemen
werden entsprechend dargestellt.
Beschränkungen von Anpassungsmöglichkeiten hängen vom übergreifenden Konzept
ab. BPMN (Business Process Model and Nota on) scheint nicht die passenste Möglichkeit zu sein, um Anpassungsfähigkeit bei Geschä sprozessen durchzuführen. Trotz
der Tatsache, dass alterna ve Konzepte verfügbar sind, bildet BPMN den De-factoStandard. Dadurch ist es schwierig dieses o verwendete Konzept abzuschaﬀen. Außerdem bestehen Geschä sprozessmanagementsysteme aus mehreren Komponenten und machen sie zu Systemen, die die Unübersichtlichkeit der vielen technologischen Herausforderungen reduzieren. Jedoch bringt eine ausgerei e Technologie alleine noch keine komfortable Ausführung von sofor gen Änderungen mit sich. Und
dennoch bildet sie die grundlegende Anforderung.
Dynamische Prozesse können zu einem bes mmten Ausmaß bereits implemen ert
werden. Auch Unvorhersehbarkeit kann mit entsprechenden Systemen abgebildet werden. Dennorch werden Unternehmen aufgefordert ihre IT von tradi onellen Prozessen to anpassungsfähigen, intelligenten Prozessen zu verlagern.
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1 Introduc on
Repe ve processes are executed by systems instead of being manually performed
decades ago. In order to con nue with automa on, more dynamic business processes are desired to be moved to automated systems. Thus, computer systems have
to evolve to be capable of dealing with this dynamic aspect. Even though experts
tried to include all kinds of excep onal paths in process models, the amount and variability of requirements do not allow such adapta ons to be developed eﬀec vely.
Since excep ons can appear in various shapes, unpredictability needs to be considered when automa on needs to be implemented eﬀec vely. Gartner even predicts
that »Organiza ons that do not move to intelligent processes in the next ﬁve years
will ﬁnd themselves at a disadvantage in their respec ve industries« [22]. According to that statement, many companies are required to prepare for the next level of
process management in order to move rigid processes to intelligent procedures. Addionally, Gartner categorizes the degree of ﬂexibility of processes in three classes (cf.
Figure 4.2). Dynamic processes, ad hoc processes and intelligent processes have to
be considered. Dynamic processes to a certain extent already can be implemented.
Case management and Adap ve Case Management as such, provides capabili es for
moving the focus from processes to data, which forms the basis for collabora vely
working on highly ﬂexible requirements where unpredictability becomes the major
focus. Intelligence of processes basically combines dynamic processes and its ad hoc
counterpart. Business intelligence plays a major role in suppor ng the system with
dynamic real me data. Even though ﬂexibility cannot be automated in such a way it
can be done with tradi onal processes. Thus, manual tasks will be supported by providing a new user experience with intelligent sugges ons based on know how of the
en re company or even industry.
In order to shi processes to those ﬂexible requirements business process pla orms
need to be aware of all necessary informa on. Addi onally, systems have to meet all
prerequisites to be able to change process deﬁni ons during their instances’ execuon. Such pla orms already provide support for process instance changes. Although
features for changing instances during run me exists, there are s ll limita ons when
it comes to the degree of ﬂexibility a process aware informa on system is able to provide. It can be seen, that truly there are devia ons between requirements dynamic or
even intelligent processes are needed to fulﬁll and what features systems oﬀer. Beside technical restric ons, providers of business process solu ons oﬀer several useful
tools for modeling, monitoring and execu on of processes. However, focus has been
laid on how to technically implement instance changes and illustra ng its limita ons.
By just providing technical features for implemen ng changes of workﬂow instances,
solu ons could not leverage the most useful advantage of business process execu on,
its possibility of hiding complexity and focus on business opera ons instead of struggling with the technology underneath. Yet the ques on remains, if this plain technical
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1 Introduction
capability is enough for certain users. Probably there is a need for providing access to
ﬂexibility to a broader ﬁeld of users.
Before star ng right away with examples of state of the art ﬂexibility features, chapter
2 provides informa on about business processes and why automa on is so dependent
on computer systems. A erwards the reason for ﬂexibility requirements are discussed
by sta ng pros and cons of change and a current example of what can happen when
not recognizing transforma ons in technology and furthermore in the markets respecvely. Addi onally, chapter 3 deals with unpredictability and common approaches of
how to compete with unpredictable processes. Chapter 4 discusses the contradic on
of handling unpredictability in an automa c way. In the sec on assump on are made
regarding usability as an important factor for execu ng ﬂexibility throughout the enre organiza on. Moreover, issues, requirements and possibili es are men oned in
order of dealing with unpredictable situa ons. How processes actually can be updated
during run me is introduced in chapter 5. Diﬀerent versions of business process management systems exist and four process engines are described, how instance updates
can be accomplished.
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2 Processes and Automa on
Processes can be found everywhere, in our body, in natural surroundings, in evolu on,
in outer space and certainly in the order of our last book through an online retailer. Because there is such a huge amount of processes around us every day, the topic seems
to be rather banal to us. Humans try to get rid of a variety of processes and that is the
reason why they let others do the work for them. A great idea because those »others« are of course computers in diﬀerent shapes, sizes and realiza ons. Indeed it is
a great idea when thinking of how error prone humans are in doing repe ve tasks.
Unfortunately there is more than just ordinary processes. There are diﬀerent kinds of
processes, which have to be handled diﬀerently. According to humans nearly every
process would be automated by computer systems. But it is necessary to get more
precise when it comes to those processes. Since processes of the body, the nature
and outer space to some extent are already automated, the focus lays more on systems created by humans themselves. Organiza ons in businesses are meant to be
those systems. As already men oned there are diﬀerent types of processes, which
should be considered when talking about automa on, which will be explained in secon 2.1. Nature’s processes have been automated by an excep onal organism and
humans use a similar approach with the generic term Business Process Automa on
(BPA). In sec on 2.2 an explana on of automa on systems will be given. One reason
for automa on was already stated, which was the source of error, but this is not the
single purpose of automa on, which will be clear in sec on 2.3.

2.1 Diﬀerent Process Types
When people think of types of processes in the context of business process management they usually have in mind three diﬀerent kinds.
 opera onal processes
 suppor ng processes
 management processes
Those three classiﬁca ons are perfectly right, but if considering the automa on aspect there has to be another classiﬁca on. Therefore Reichert and Weber [67] classify
these kinds of processes in either prespeciﬁed and repe ve processes or knowledge
intensive processes. Dis nc on between those categories o en cannot be made accurately, which is the reason for the intersec ng sets in Figure 2.1. Certainly, the most
valuable processes to automate are prespeciﬁed and repe ve procedures.
Repe ve processes in general are executed many mes. Every me an instance gets
executed, it gets executed the same way before with diﬀerent data. So it is quite
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Figure 2.1: Types of Processes
obvious that computers can do the same things thousands of mes with hardly any
mistakes. Besides the accurate execu on, the speed how fast computers can handle
data is beyond dispute. The majority of a repe ve procedure’s logic is known prior
to its execu on, which makes it easy to tell the computer what to do in advance.
Consequently, to order computers what to do in advance makes things easier but unfortunately this becomes highly sophis cated when it turns to processes, which require certain knowledge in order to get executed. Computers just know hard facts,
which can be easily captured. Knowledge intensive procedures cannot provide those
hard facts all the me. At this me just humans can handle such sophis cated decisions. Nevertheless there are prespeciﬁed processes in the context of knowledge
intensive procedures. Such processes are deﬁned but in a much weaker way, which
is called loosely speciﬁed. There are procedures, which cannot be speciﬁed with any
kind of task. In such a case tasks are that dynamic that it depends on the data they
belong to, i.e. to know, which tasks to do is just known when certain data is available
to the case. More about dealing with unpredictability will be covered in sec on 3.5.
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2 Processes and Automation

2.2 Business Process Automa on
As already men oned automa on saves me and provides accurate execu on of processes. According to Gartner1 »processes span organiza onal boundaries, linking together people, informa on ﬂows, systems and other assets to create and deliver value
to customers and cons tuents«, which means it is a quite complex topic where many
facts have to be considered respec vely. Business process automa on is the automaon of these kind of processes. Technology deﬁnes a big part in BPA because of the
fact that a lot of automa on eﬀort depends on the underlying technology in order to
successfully fulﬁll the automa on need. Basically all the automa on and self-running
tasks help employees in a certain business to accomplish their work faster and more
accurate. The following sec ons describe those magic systems suppor ng execu on
of business processes.

2.2.1 BPA Systems
In order to be able to execute processes, many diﬀerent services are necessary. As can
be seen in Figure 2.2 the workﬂow engine is the part, which actually executes process
instances. Basically the term workﬂow is similar to the term process. Nevertheless
there is a slight diﬀerence in the context of business process management. The term
workﬂow iden ﬁes an executable process. According to [83] workﬂows, compared
to business processes contain all necessary informa on needed for their automa on,
i.e. order of execu on, general data and resources. So workﬂows are technical realiza ons of processes [41]. This is the reason why in Figure 2.2 one service is called
workﬂow engine. In general, BPA systems exist of many diﬀerent components. When
star ng at the very beginning of the automa on ladder the process has to be deﬁned
somewhere. First a model of the process has to be deﬁned. Since there are diﬀerent types of business process languages and nota ons, each BPA suite has its own
modeler or editor. With the modeler either the process or workﬂow model is generated and will be available to the workﬂow engine for further execu on. The engine
communicates with necessary services in order to execute the workﬂow respec vely.
There are several process and workﬂow deﬁni on languages. BPEL, BPMN, EPC, SBPM, UML, YAWL, XPDL are some of them whereas diﬀerent vendors deﬁned individual forks and deﬁni ons. Business Process Model and Nota on (BPMN), for example,
is one of the most popular deﬁni ons. There is a lack of deﬁni on for executable business processes in this kind of nota on. With the plain BPMN 2.0 speciﬁca on [63] it
is hardly possible to create an executable process. This fact becomes clearer when
having a look at the speciﬁca on in the sec on with the tle »Mapping BPMN Models
to WS-BPEL«, i.e. a mapping has to be accomplished in order to turn the model in an
executable process. Compared to S-BPM, there is no need for a mapping to an actual
workﬂow deﬁni on. A model deﬁned with S-BPM is executable on its own without
any mappings or intermediate steps to perform [31]. Beside BPMN is the de facto
1

Gartner IT Glossary, http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/business-process-managementbpm/
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Figure 2.2: Collaborating Services of BPA (based on [2])
standard to deﬁne business processes seman cally, it did not accomplish the goal of
smooth implementa on [18, 64]. Hence BPM so ware providers created their own
speciﬁca ons, frequently based on the BPMN standard but only suitable for their own
solu on.

2.2.2 BPA System Components
As pointed out in the previous sec on BPA systems or process aware informa on systems (PAIS) have to communicate with several components of the overall system infrastructure. Respec vely there exists a variety of diﬀerent components in such systems.
Before drawing the a en on to a PAIS’ components [67], depicted in Figure 2.3 there
is an even more abstract view on a business process automa on system. By dividing
it into a build me environment and a run me environment it makes it conscious of
prespeciﬁed modeling and the a erward execu on. Later on, especially in chapter 4,
the problem of this kind of separa on will become clearly evident.
Workﬂows for certain BPA systems will be built within the respec ve process editor.
The editor helps deﬁning, conﬁguring and verifying an executable process model. Because problems can already occur during build me, to verify a process model saves
problems later on when process instances are running. One of the most sensible problems occur when a workﬂow is caught in a deadlock. If this happens a process in hanging in a state without going to the upcoming or previous task. By deﬁni on a business
process must not hang at a certain ac vity, it always has to be ﬁnished. Besides checking if deadlocks exist several other issues, e.g. syntax failures or availability of required
data, can be found with the help of respec ve editors.
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Figure 2.3: Components of a BPA System (based on [67])
In comparison to build me components, the run me environment consists of far
more components and services. A er deﬁning the workﬂow with the process editor,
the speciﬁca on can be deployed to the process engine, which is responsible for its
execu on. This execu on depends on diﬀerent steps and responsibili es, as pointed
out by [67].
 instance crea on of workﬂows
 execu on of those workﬂow instances
 managing data created and needed by workﬂow instances
 orchestra ng applica on services and sub processes referenced by ac vi es of
the process model
 invoking respec ve applica on services
 execu on monitoring
To sum up the tasks of a PAIS, the system has to have an overview about all dependencies. Every step has to be completed with addi onal rules and constraints being
considered. Even the smallest task has to be accomplished and brought to a certain
state without preven ng dependencies from working smoothly. The system’s responsibility reaches from fully automated ﬂows to partly automated procedures as well. If
workﬂows require manual input and ac vity of a human being, the BPA system is liable for the assignment of the respec ve item to a chosen process actor un l a certain
deadline is reached. Execu on has to be kept within the limits of rules, policies and
constraints, which can lead to highly sophis cated dependency management.
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2.3 Drivers and Enablers of BPA
It already has been pointed out why humans want to automate business processes.
However, why do people need support in terms of automa on was not yet discussed
in detail. The thing is in business there is an ideal concep on of how companies should
behave. Collabora on runs smoothly, responsibility is clear, work is done fast, of
course without any failures and everything happens to the u er sa sfac on to the
customer. In real life some mes this is not the case in how businesses work. Honestly
this would be rather boring. If nothing would change at all, Darwin would not have
been able to write his theory of evolu on. Stagna on in business verges on a disaster.
The upcoming chapter 3 deals with change and its pros and cons.
First of all automa on of business processes means that certain work will be done
either completely by a machine, computer or other sort of programmable technology or is just partly automated, which means it requires human interac ons. When
con nuing with the process classiﬁca on in opera onal, suppor ng and management
procedures, some of them are more diﬃcult to automate than others. It seems quite
obvious that the automa on of manufacturing standardized car parts is easier than a
heart surgery of an individual. The words standardized and individual already indicate
the feasibility of automa on today. In the end it depends on the excep ons, which
can happen and its impact on the overall success of the procedure. Although it might
not be possible to fully automate a heart surgery today, it does not mean humans are
not able to achieve it in 50 years, if technology will be mature enough.
At the ﬁrst glance the beneﬁts of automa on are obvious. Companies are always seeking for eﬃcient ways to run the business, which immediately turns to automa on. By
eﬃciency it is meant that procedures speed up, i.e. cycle me decreases, employees
save me, which reduces costs. Beside increased velocity, errors can be minimized,
which makes it unnecessary to spend me on ﬁxing issues. At the second glance there
are reasons for automa on that can be easily understand when thinking of large organiza ons with thousands of employees, the same amount of suppliers and an even
higher number of customers. In order to be capable of the eﬀort to coordinate all
these actors for a smoothly running business, standardiza ons, simpliﬁca ons, rules
and constraints are necessary with an extensive focus on the communica on ﬂow.
Seamless integra on of heterogeneous infrastructures and so ware systems between
diﬀerent companies would be an unbelievable eﬀort without some sort of standardiza on. Large companies have to deal with globaliza on, which indicates collaboraon with diﬀerent suppliers all over the world. Supply chains have to be integrated in
both the company’s informa on system and each supplier’s infrastructure as well. To
stay on top of things reduc on of complexity is key for maintenance and op miza on
reasons. It is par cularly important to deﬁne collabora on among all the channels
a company is interac ng with. Moreover this kind of interac on strongly depends
on communica on, which has to be well deﬁned as well. Unnecessary requests in
terms of emails or telephone calls could disturb workers from their tasks. Therefore
streamlining communica ons in process ﬂows can minimize distrac on of staﬀ who is
not responsible for certain requests. Obviously it makes it easier and faster to know
where to refer to. In best cases employees can mainly focus on business issues they
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are responsible for due to simpliﬁca on of work.
Beside simpliﬁed work for employees, automa on brings advantages to a monitoring
perspec ve. Because of inﬂuences, unable to control by companies, there is a focus
on detec ng bo lenecks and sec ons of importance for op miza on. With automaon there is the possibility of logging events and states, which makes it easy to use
this data for evalua on. Based on the phrase »trust, but verify« surveillance of workﬂows makes it possible for companies to converge to the goal of smooth and planned
business opera ons. Detec ng weak points simpliﬁes either to proac vely handle
shortages or react to issues respec vely. Due to certain governmental regula ons organiza ons o en are required to support transparency of processes. The government
wants to know who to blame for certain tasks, which makes it simple, thanks to automated traceability and speciﬁed responsibili es.
As already pointed out, the focus of automa on mainly lays on highly repe ve processes because those are the procedures executed quite o en and can be deﬁned
prior to their execu on in many cases. In such workﬂows propor on of the eﬀort
to automate the process and the impact on business such an automa on has, pays
oﬀ. Some processes, which have not yet been automated probably are not valuable
enough to be done by a computer because the eﬀort of conﬁgura on and requirements on technology is not given. Basically automated processes support knowledge
workers in doing their job. To be able to focus on one task makes it more eﬃcient to
work on. No distrac ons causing errors and a clean dashboard let them handle issue
a er issue.
Because of this concentra on on work, those kinds of employees o en are not able
and not required to deal with technically related ques ons about process automa on
in some complex looking process editors. If business users are used to the syntax
of, for example, BPMN they are able to understand and probably deﬁne processes in
this nota on. When it goes down to automa on there is the need of specifying data
types and dealing with further kinds of technical ques ons. Addi onally to their main
profession of handling certain business cases and the bunch of diﬀerent signs in BPMN
it would not be that easy to quickly adjust an automated procedure to their needs.
Although S-BPM seems to be easier when it comes to the number of symbols and
the syntax, the ques on remains if knowledge workers are required to take care of
such tasks. Maybe there will be suppor ng technologies, which makes it easier to
create an automated process for business people. Maybe there will be no need for
business people to handle those kinds of ques ons and informa on systems will be
automa cally handle such issues for them. Thanks to change we will see what will
happen.
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From a seman c point of view change is neutral, although some people might not
agree with that fact. It is no surprise that for some humans, altera on is nega vely
aﬄicted. Since people are creatures of habits it is quite obvious that adjustment in
most cases does not create a pleasant feeling. In fact change is necessary but does
not go hand in hand with an individual’s feelings and objec ves. History exhibits that
change is needed (cf. evolu on of the species) in order to move forward and to survive
in whatsoever way. And the fact remains for businesses as well that adapta on of
behavior to requirements is par cularly needed. Why requirements are changing will
be discussed in sec on 3.2.

3.1 Pros and Cons of Change
Every upside has its downside and so it is with change. This is not just related to
business opera ons in par cular. Since it is well known that not the strongest will
survive but the most adaptable, it is necessary even if it is uncomfortable. As an example Nokia was the world’s leading manufacturer of mobile phones un l there was
a change in how phones are handled. In this case Nokia did not know a change was
going on because of new inven ons from compe tors like Apple, who un l then, was
no compe tor of Nokia.
Nokia stagnated although they brought several new devices to the mobile phone market. Even though they revealed new and some mes quite weird looking products all of
the products had hardware bu ons in comparison to the iPhone. As already pointed
out, stagna on is terrible for a company and especially when Apple is going to change
and expand their product range to new markets.
For Apple, the rearrangement of their product range was a new opportunity for the
computer organiza on. Nevertheless they were willing to take risks with their new
inven on. It can be seen today change paid oﬀ for Apple and helped them to growth.
Managing new and unknown things requires willingness to learn how to handle new
situa ons and scenarios. Acquiring new skills means to grow, which is one of the main
objec ves companies are heading to. Addi onally to new skills coming with handling
change there is even more an organiza on is able to learn. According to [11] »organiza ons that excel at change have a compe ve advantage«, which means to be the
most ﬂexible company, the one who can adapt to changes at a faster pace than its
compe tors, will have signiﬁcant advantages. Enterprises who are required to change
o en know how to handle the process and will probably adapt to be as ﬂexible as possible to react to altera ons op mally. But con nuous change has also its downsides.
Today process automa on, for instance, needs to be consistent to a certain extent.
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Nevertheless to be as ﬂexible as possible has another advantage. As everyone may
know, changes are not always the best way. Changes can go wrong when heading into
the wrong direc on and commitment is not given. Par cularly in such cases again it is
good to be ﬂexible in order to escape the nega ve change and turn things into be er
posi ons. O en it is not obvious when there is a demand for a change. In case of
Nokia, they simply did not see that there was an upcoming change, which indeed was
quite bad for the company.
There is no secret that change is hard to achieve, which o en goes hand in hand with
the previously men oned commitment. Commitment of the right people is necessary
in order to successfully implement new processes. If there is no commitment successful change probably is hard to achieve. If change has to be forced due to indispensable drivers, people in an organiza on understand why change is needed. Whereas
change, ini ated by strategic opinions and decisions made by not fully accepted chief
oﬃcers, cannot be understood by the staﬀ. Especially in this case commitment of the
right informal leaders is key. The la er is o en unpredictable because employees do
not know what will happen to them. Several books address this kind of ques on and
provide methods how to handle such a empts.

3.2 Reasons for Change
An organiza on is deﬁned by its members, i.e. employees. If a company has to change
it always aﬀects people within this ﬁrm. In case of Nokia there was a strong compe tor who pushed into the market with innova ve technology. Drivers for change can
be caused by diﬀerent reasons [19]. Demand for change can either come from the
market or can be a response to failure. It can be a need for organiza onal progression compared with new opportuni es in technology, services and markets. To be
concrete, Apple saw the new opportuni es in touch displays and triggered a change
in the mobile phone industry by revolu onizing the way phones were controlled by
consumers.
Every business process has to be improved [44] con nuously because of altera ons
in diﬀerent areas. According to [37] it is quite easy to explain why processes are always changing so relentlessly. On the one hand there are needs for change because
of a company’s bad mes. The organiza on is short on money and therefore has to
strive a er eﬃciency of how work is ge ng done. But this is not the only reason why
process op miza on is needed. On the other hand there are the good mes where
money is available for investment. Processes need to be more produc ve and new
market possibili es emerge. Apparently there is a reason why the Deming Cycle is so
famous. Con nuous improvement, be it in economically good mes or in economically
bad mes, is ubiquitous because of the aim to be be er, steadily. Beside con nuous
improvement there is the need for collabora on among diﬀerent systems. This can
happen because of new suppliers or company take-overs and merges. In the la er
case there is the necessity to decide, which processes of, which organiza on will be
taken.
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According to [29] change is happening faster nowadays, especially in the IT industry.
There are four reasons aﬀec ng BPM in companies.
 social collabora on
 mass customiza on
 consumeriza on
 XaaS (Everything as a Service)
Sharing opinions with employees and suppliers increases informa on of how things
can be done be er. There is also the fact that consumers share their opinion about
usages with the world in social networks, which adds another huge amount of data in
order to detect where changes and improvements are necessary.
People want products with at least an unique touch although mass produc on is much
cheaper. In order to give customers the possibility to stand out from the mass, companies provide services for customers to individualize their products.
Some ﬁrms react to their employees knowledge and property of their own IT devices.
Therefore companies make the most of this by reorganizing their IT support with possibili es for the staﬀ with projects like »bring your own device«.
Addi onally IT services will be outsourced in order to save money and outsourcing responsibili es, i.e. there is no applica on management needed when just needing an
ERP system thanks to XaaS.

3.3 Business Process Evolu on
Change is omnipresent and consequently also business processes are aﬀected by the
altera on caused by their environment. Like organiza ons, processes develop further
needs i.e. there is an endless improvement going on, which is called an evolu on [67].
Hypothe cally, even if there was no change at all evolu on would s ll go on because
technical errors, design errors or quality issues could occur, which force the process to
be adapted respec vely. In contrast to these internal drivers for op miza on there are
drivers for their counterpart as well (cf. Figure 3.1). Due to this adapta on business
processes have to expose ﬂexibility to a certain extent.
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legal needs
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design issues
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Figure 3.1: Internal and external Drivers for Process Evolution (based on [67])
Reichert and Weber characterize ﬂexibility in [67] in the context of processes with a
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taxonomy as can be seen in Figure 3.2. Beside looseness, variability and adapta on
the fourth major ﬂexibility need is evolu on. The ﬁrst child of evolu on in the taxonomy addresses drivers, which have already been discussed. Secondly, with extent it
is meant to, which intensity and what impact a change has on the process. Whereas
incremental op miza ons have only li le impact due to small changes, reengineering
approaches deal with radical altera ons of the business process. By classifying evoluonary adjustments by a temporary point of view, makes it discussable how long those
changes are valid. On the one hand such adjustments can be valid as long as un l it
is overwri en by another adapta on. On the other hand there is the possibility for
changes to last just for a speciﬁed amount of me, which is deﬁned beforehand (cf.
sec on 4.6 for a more technical illustra on). The last child on the evolu on branch is
behavior, which is divided into an observable process behavior and the internal structure of the system. For example, moving ac vi es in a process or adding new ones
changes behavior of the process whereas architectural refactorings, e.g. separa ng
large processes into smaller ones, does not aﬀect the overall behavior but makes a
diﬀerence to the internal structure.

looseness
variability
internal
external

drivers

extent

ﬂexibility
adapta on

swi!ness

evolu on
dura on

behavior
Figure 3.2: Taxonomy of Flexibility in the Context of Processes (based on [67])
In case of swi ness the consequences on dependencies of process op miza ons have
to be considered. Process evolu on can either aﬀect the process model, which can
be seen as the blue print for a business process or a par cular process instance. An
instance in this case is a par cular realiza on of the blue print, i.e. the process model
(cf. Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Visualization of each Instance I derived from Model M
In the scenario of process evolu on, each instance of a certain model is related to
it. Op miza ons of the model for example can, but do not need to, take eﬀect in its
instances respec vely. This does not mean that only the model can be updated, also
one par cular instance can be op mized (cf. sec ons 4.6.2 and 4.6.3), as illustrated
in Figure 3.4. One consequence regarding an update on the model level concerns its
instances. Already running instances may be updated during execu on and others
may ﬁnish execu on with the started version of its deﬁni on. The la er would apply
the most recent version to new created instances.
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Figure 3.4: Process Evolution of Model M and its Instances I
Regarding updates of instances during run me, is the main subject of this work. Praccally, concrete examples of dealing with run me updates will be provided in sec on
5. Theore cally speaking, process models and instances in par cular have to meet
some requirements (cf. sec on 4.4) in order to make sure processes are executable,
especially if run me updates are provided. Before process models can be released to
be executable they have to be veriﬁed, represented by three main points [67].
 syntac cal correctness
 correctness of data ﬂow
 consistent instance states
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According to the actual process modeling language used, a model has to be syntac cally correct. When it comes to ac vity ﬂows, however syntac cal correctness is not
the only thing in order to be sure a process model is save to be executed without any
errors. Hence there are checks for a model’s behavior, which extend the valida on
of a model’s syntax [90]. In case of a model’s behavior there are three points, which
have to be considered addi onally to its syntax. First, a workﬂow has to be able to be
completed once it is started. Second, a er its comple on all of a workﬂow’s ac vi es
are completed as well. Third, there are no dead ac vi es, i.e. ac vi es, which cannot
be accessed because of the ac vity ﬂow or respec ve condi ons.
The second requirement a process has to fulﬁll concerns the data ﬂow. Data ﬂow errors occur due to missing data, unnecessary data and lost data. If a certain workﬂow
branch produces data, which is needed by subsequent ac vi es, this kind of branch,
more speciﬁcally the ac vity, has to be accessed otherwise there is no data, which
can be consumed by this subsequent task. In case of unnecessary data, for instance,
data is produced by a task, which a erwards is not needed by any ac vity, condi on
or process environment’s system. Lost data refers to overwri en data objects, which
makes it useless in most cases. Especially when upda ng process instances during runme, the states of the instances have to be consistent throughout the en re instance
life cycle. Due to the progress of an instance some mes it is not possible to update a
workﬂow during run me. Instance states are very cri cal and can cause severe problems when upda ng workﬂows without taking care of their states.

3.4 Devia on of Reality
In general, process models represent a certain snippet of reality. A model will never
be a hundred per cent representa on of this reality. It just can try to approach as
close to a reality’s deﬁni on as possible. As a result there is a devia on of reality to
its representa on of a business process. Figure 3.5 provides a presump on of the
dependency between the size of a business process and its corresponding devia on
to reality. The more complex a workﬂow gets, the higher is the devia on of reality.
Theore cally speaking, a very simple workﬂow consis ng of a single ac vity would
have a very low devia on to its reality. There hardly is poten al for devia on especially
when assuming the process task is a very atomic one. Even though devia on was very
low, it would never be zero because there will not be a hundred per cent replica of
reality.
Now to be more concrete, devia on can be seen easily by execu ng instances of a
certain process model. This divergence is the cause for all the excep ons happening
and are not already implemented in the prespeciﬁed process model. In some cases it
would be possible to implement a lot of poten al excep on into a certain model. Even
though in a lot of workﬂows it would not be suﬃcient at all and would be an overkill
of requirements, tes ng and valida on eﬀort to take ac on.
Rather to implement excep ons into the process model, there are diﬀerent ways to
deal with it when they occur. Knowing about what type of excep on can pop up or
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deviaon of reality
Figure 3.5: Dependence between Process Size and the resulting Deviation of
Reality
without a clue when and where an occurrence is taking place are diﬃcult to handle.
Predictability and its counterpart is highly related to this kind of ques on. How to deal
with it will be covered in the following sec on 3.5. In order to handle excep ons there
are some exis ng approaches, which are able to deal with it.
 excep on handling with rules
 dynamic excep on handling
 recording excep onal paths
 on demand excep on handling
This short list provides just an idea how to deal with excep ons in a technology point
of view. Thus, the enumera on is incomplete and each item represents just the means
of diﬀerent handling methods, i.e. excep on handling with rules can be implemented
in diﬀerent ways.

3.4.1 Excep on Handling with Rules
Excep onal situa ons during execu on of business processes in general can be handled by predeﬁned triggers. When a certain excep on is thrown it triggers a func on,
which deals with the excep on respec vely. This can be seen in every programming
language when so called try catch blocks are assigned to certain code sec ons. In [46]
Kim, Choi and Park propose proac ve excep on handling based on a rule language.
They try to prevent excep ons by predic ng informa on and covering the en re scope
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of possible excep ons. Predic ons where excep ons might occur are based on analysis of various data sources like historical data. By deﬁni on of rules expecta ons can
be made if it is likely that excep ons occur for instance.

3.4.2 Dynamic Excep on Handling
Similar to rule based excep on handling, dynamic excep on handling is based on
context informa on [52]. Certain solu ons for handling excep ons are stored in a
database and can be assigned to situa ons respec vely. An ontology helps to evaluate, which available solu ons are suitable for a par cular case. Theore cally every
excep on, which already occurred and has been persisted into the solu on repository can be handled dynamically. Based on this solu on there is no need to change a
certain business process model at design me. Moreover in most cases it would not
be necessary to change an instance in order to get rid of arbitrary excep onal occurrences. However the solu on repository has to be fed somehow.

3.4.3 Recording excep onal Paths
By recording the excep on handling process of a par cular instance the main goal is
to store the excep onal path. This approach was introduced in [33, 70] where its main
focus is on enabling a possibility to make sta c process models capable of excep onal
paths. Since the introduc on of the approach is made with S-BPM, human interac ons
are involved. First, humans are responsible for handling excep ons, which are not depicted in the original model. During the execu on of the excep onal path through
human interac on the individual process is recorded, which is similar to dynamic excep on handling in sec on 3.4.2. Main idea is to collabora vely enhance respec ve
process models in order to include repe ve occurring excep ons. Each process’ behavior is represented by its execu ng subject (see [31] for further informa on). A
human, who is execu ng a process instance represents one subject. Since certain
subjects have to communicate with others, an excep onal path might traverse several
subjects’ behaviors. Therefore an occurring excep on will be handled with the help
of several subjects collabora vely working on the issue and recording the executed
path.

3.4.4 On Demand Excep on Handling
Excep on handling on demand is a very similar approach to the excep onal path
recording. However, as stated in [29] it basically focuses on decision making at runme. Furthermore recommenda ons and examples go strongly into XaaS, i.e. to focus on the parts of so ware, which are really needed. In this case BPM can be done
through a cloud based service where collabora on between process actors can be
easily achieved. Decision making at run me will be realized through collabora on between mul ple process members where excep ons can be handled on demand and
ﬂexibility is given.
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Every type of excep on handling has its pros and cons, depending on the kind of process the method is dealing with. Since unpredictability is one of the major issues
with excep on handling there is a completely diﬀerent approach to handle hardly predictable processes at run me.

3.5 Dealing with Unpredictability
As already pointed out in previous sec ons, repe ve process are predictable and
can be quite accurately modeled in advance. The opposite is true to knowledge work,
which is unique in many diﬀerent aspects. Keith D. Swenson points out that »processes that depend upon knowledge and at the same me produce knowledge have
a compound dynamic that makes them especially diﬃcult to predict« [82]. In order
to model processes, predictability is key to develop a blue print for a workﬂow. Since
not all work is predictable, knowledge essen al in order to handle unpredictability
and in almost any cases people are managing unforeseen things. There is no sharp
cut between the classiﬁca on of predictable and unpredictable processes, which often results in a combina on of both. Aside from that, unpredictability is always a
ma er of detail. Basically, there is no need to forecast every detail, e.g. it does not
ma er to predict which data in par cular will be injected into a workﬂow whereas it
indeed ma ers what kind of data will be put into a process. Even highly repe ve processes consist of parts, which cannot be predicted to a certain level of detail. Therefore
diﬀerent approaches (cf. sec on 4.2) are provided in order to get rid of unforeseen
situa ons.

3.5.1 Ad hoc Changes
When excep ons and unforeseen ac ons are need, ad hoc changes may be the most
natural choice according to a human. Thus there are possibili es in diﬀerent BPM
technologies to handle such adapta ons. In most cases people are execu ng ad hoc
processes.
S-BPM provides approaches to deﬁne such ad hoc changes at run me [70]. By oﬀering
model behavior extensions or excep ons for a subject’s internal behavior it provides
the possibility to leave the given path and execute ad hoc tasks. This would help to
overcome ﬂexibility issues in predeﬁned process model to a certain extent.

3.5.2 Process Templates and Pa erns
Deﬁning process models based on templates is very common. It provides ﬂexibility for
adding, manipula ng and dele ng parts or even the whole template. O en it is easier
to start with an already exis ng approach than star ng from scratch. In the BPMN
language approaches for ad hoc excep on handling correlate with templates to some
extent. BPMN does not provide an as ad hoc possibility as one might assume, however
it provides ad hoc usage of exis ng templates [63]. Beside templates, pa erns can be
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used to enable ﬂexibility like an approach provided by [16]. It basically consists of
a base process without any excep onal paths, which makes the workﬂow deﬁni on
quite simple. Rules then are responsible for providing informa on which adapta ons
are required. Addi onally pa erns describe how adapta on can be achieved.

3.5.3 Adap ve Case Management
Adap ve Case Management (ACM) was invented due to the need for handling highly
dynamic processes. Actually handling of this kind of processes just has been enhanced
with technology in order to provide a tool for people, making it easier and faster to
deal with business requests like monitoring and documenta on. People working with
ACM have the ability to focus on the actual case and are not required to write certain
reports, taking notes and doing other organiza onal stuﬀ. All of this meta data will
be tracked by the system itself. So this implies of course that ACM cannot fully automate highly dynamic processes, at least not the core process, but it gives humans the
possibility to focus on the main diﬃculty of the core process by automa ng the li le
suppor ng processes within a certain case.
3.5.3.1 Concept of ACM
In literature authors o en cri cize that ordinary business process management is just
considering the process itself as the point, where informa on is organized around. Instead ACM’s orienta on is based on data, which is referred to as a case. That is the
reason why adap ve case management focuses on unpredictable work, e.g. knowledge work because of its loosely deﬁni on of the ﬂow of work. Many ACM systems
provide deﬁni on of template fragments such as documents, tasks and other useful
predeﬁned speciﬁca ons [82].
Actually ACM is just another process deﬁni on in order to handle processes. Indeed
it is a very very abstract speciﬁca on.
»If all knowledge workers do is click bu ons, couldn’t we automate their
work? The key is to know which bu ons to click [82].«
This quote of Dana Khoyi states the real reason why ACM is needed as an intermediate
layer in business opera ons.
Furthermore it implies the character of knowledge workers. A process deﬁni on could
be imagined like illustrated in Figure 3.6. The meta process u lizes the already menoned ad hoc ability of BPMN in order to describe the non sequen al tasks performed
during a running case. Of course this process might not be complete, it provides just
an idea what the concept of ACM is. Ironically it is speciﬁed in BPMN, predeﬁned in a
process, which describes another process dealing with unpredictability.
There might be a bunch of possibili es for triggers, which can start the process described here. Basically the core of the ﬂow illustrated consists of ad hoc process ac vi es where several ad hoc processes may be running simultaneously. Addi onally several ad hoc ac vi es will be executed, which is indicated by BPMN’s loop sign. Since
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the ad hoc feature of BPMN can only deal with predeﬁned ac vi es, some of them
have already been added to the ad hoc sub process. Beside of handling the logical
case structure with possibili es to whether perform an ad hoc ac vity on an exis ng
case or to create a new one, the repository represents the data store where data of
the content management module of an ACM system stores its resources or at least
the path to it. Furthermore the signal sign on the ad hoc sub process indicates logging
ac vity in order to monitoring ac vi es and providing transparency.
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Figure 3.6: Meta Process of ACM illustrated with BPMN

3.5.3.2 Advantages of ACM
In a presenta on of PayDox Case Management1 [78] Victor Senkevich illustrates advantages ACM provides to businesses. Furthermore it is worth to men on that PayDox
oﬀers an online demonstra on of their ACM system on their web site.
 store knowledge available for all enterprise members
 template crea on based on historical cases
 avoidance of irreplaceable employees
 meta data for controlling and measuring of business cases
Of course these advantages make sense but the main ques on is how does all of the
diﬀerent systems are working together in order to create a smooth solu on for dealing
with business cases of any type.
1

PayDox Case Management, http://www.paydox.com/
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3.5.3.3 Poten al behind ACM

P1

P2
T1

P3
X

P4
T2

case data

T3

highly automated
processes

As pointed out by Dana Khoyi in [82] including BPM func onality in ACM systems could
lead to a solu on, which can be used to deal with real world business issues in an inexpensive and manageable way. Basically this means that adap ve case management
would act as an intermediate layer between highly automated business processes and
the knowledge worker, illustrated in Figure 3.7. Cases handled by humans just trigger
certain automated processes and enables possibili es in order to interact with certain processes. Business cases without predeﬁned, partly automated processes, can
be handled and tracked by the system in a manual way. Subsequently recorded informa on can be used in order to evaluate and implement workﬂows to simplify work
for people and enhance the overall process.

knowledge worker

ACM

Figure 3.7: ACM as the intermediate Layer in Business Solutions
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3.5.3.4 Case Management and its cri cal capabili es
As already men oned, a BPM suite that just oﬀers support for fully automated processes lacks for the ﬂexibility aspect and would result in bypassing the system. Since
analysis on executed processes (cf. sec on 3.5.4) yield valuable informa on, bypassing the system would loose such data. Therefore case management in general and
ACM in par cular need to be part of the en re solu on in order to properly handle
any kind of business requirements. Gartner sees the importance of case management
frameworks as well and revealed their view on the framework in a research note [43].
According to them, a holis c solu on, which provides support for highly standardized
and automated processes as well as suppor ng highly ﬂexible processes reduces the
need for custom applica ons and thus for custom coding. Of course such a solu on
has to be that ﬂexible, that even in reality there is no need for bypassing the system,
which theore cally makes it easier to extend behavior on demand. Basically the capabili es of case management can be classiﬁed by diﬀerent possibili es to cope with
data and logically represent this data as the case.
 support any possible data type (analog and digital)
 capture data no ma er where it is
 provide possibility of expor ng a case and its informa on
 provide a highly usability friendly pla orm for collabora on
 ad hoc ac ons (ACM in par cular)
All ac ons will be formed around this data, which result in a progress being neither
serial nor predictable. Since case management is built for unpredictability and collabora on the framework or pla orm should handle informa on with priority. Prerequisite of star ng with opera onal work on cases is that there is a case, i.e. informa on.
Therefore, no ma er what type of data it is and how it is stored the system has to take
care of this and has to provide a mechanism to add such data to the case. Moreover to
provide appropriate informa on, data has to be extracted from such data types. Even
though this data is stored as an image, scan, email, voice mail or the web, it must be
feasible to extract the informa on and process it accordingly (e.g. with OCR so ware).
Furthermore analog informa on on paper should be possible to seamlessly imported
into digital formats best for further processing and usage, e.g. by conver ng it into
electronic forms. Beside handling scans, with the help of appropriate apps mobile
devices can ease a aching and capturing content to certain cases. In order to move,
exchange or backup cases and its data in par cular an addi onal feature is necessary
to ensure a broad coverage of capabili es. Therefore possibili es for expor ng data
in either way, as a whole or as par cular parts, as original format or enhanced format
manipulated by the framework or system itself, need to be provided.
Some cases could require a aching data, which cannot be physically moved to a case
management system. In this instance the case needs to link that kind of informa on
somehow in order to provide a complete representa on of all important aspects. Consequently the module responsible for content management has to consider poten al
manipula ons of external informa on.
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Besides data handling, the next most important point is considered for users to be
able to eﬀec vely collaborate on a certain case. This includes email, instant messaging or electronic rooms. Most of the users will not be convinced by a system which
cannot sa sfy with usability. Developers o en think usability is hardly important if
func onality is not mature. In the scenario of case management usability provides
key capabili es to easily increase the stock of informa on of cases. This most likely
enhances func onality due to more accurate data, helping to handle tasks with all
possible informa on.
Primarily case management is implemented to conclude insurance claims, but according to Gartner there are new areas [43] where case management and ACM in par cular
are considered to be valuable. Probably the number of areas where case management
can create addi onal value will increase if oﬀered solu ons will be mature enough.
 mortgage origina on
 investment por olio management
 fraud detec on
 grievances
 university admission
 customer complaints
Despite the fact that case management will increase its implementa on range, the
technology is hyped to high.
»ACM hype exceeds the reality of what buyers are ready to adopt. Many
of these solu ons enable case workers to dynamically ini ate ad hoc acons on a case, altering the execu on behavior directly in the produc on
environment. However, the ”devil is in the details” of vendors’ implementa ons [43].«
Thus implementa on of ACM s ll needs to be simpliﬁed, even though organiza ons
are not yet able to adjust their habits to new technology.

3.5.4 Monitoring changeable Processes
The new gained ﬂexibility helps to simplify prespeciﬁed process models due to the fact
changes are possible a erwards and even during run me. Ironically, changing process
instances leads to more complexity in the way of how much diﬀerent process models
are used during execu on. Although this sec on does not deal with how to handle this
high amount of workﬂow varia ons (also called process families [13]), it will provide an
overview what analysis can help with for transparency and improvement of business
opera ons [67].
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3.5.4.1 Traceability of Execu on and Changes
Logging of informa on before, during and a er business process execu on is a meaningful concept when it comes to the need of transparency. Beside the government,
there are several addi onal useful ways to u lize this data. Addi onally to the queson who executed which process at what me, when considering execu on of workﬂows, there is the need to know who changed which process at what me. Regardless
if it is an ad hoc change of a single workﬂow instance or if it is a change of a whole
process model.
Furthermore logs and other meta data can be a backup assurance because based on
logs process structures or even instance states can be recovered in certain cases. Naturally this needs more than just an unstructured, seman cally regardless text message
that will be printed out to a temporary command line when a workﬂow starts and
ends. In order to restore the state of par cular instances for example, there is the
need for storing even data being consumed by an ac vity before and a er a poten al
manipula on of this data object. Due to the fact, that automated workﬂows will be
executed quite o en, in such cases the necessity of restoring process instances to any
given me needs to be argued because storage consump on could be high. However,
providing this kind of informa on indeed can lead to several occasions as described in
the following sec on.
3.5.4.2 Op miza on based on Changes
Turning single le ers into real knowledge is key in order to improve procedures. So
why not ge ng out every single drop of informa on of the data produced by process
execu on. It is no novelty that process logs are mined to gain informa on. Nevertheless rapid changes make it possible to analyze those altera ons and devia ons from
the prespeciﬁed path. Mining of process logs strongly depends on various algorithms
including heuris c principles and sta s cal methods. Actually these algorithms turn
plain le ers into informa on by extrac ng, aggrega ng and comparing data.
Based on this informa on process engineers are able to op mize models where certain paths became obsolete, detected by analyzing logging informa on. By studying a
lot of process variants, which are based on a certain process deﬁni on, it is possible
to learn which improvements might be reasonable to implement into the main process. Therefore results are able to recommend op miza ons for the main process.
Related to detec ng obsolete paths on the other side, it is able to say which paths are
the most frequently executed. Based on this knowledge, decisions which process secons to focus on for op miza on purposes become easier for example. It has to be
men oned that there are a lot more op miza ons, which can be extracted by process
data analysis. Being able to keep track of even loosely speciﬁed processes through the
paradigm of ACM, analysis can be extended to this kind of processes.
To sum up ACM is just a collabora on pla orm, which has to provide excellent usability
features similar to real life interac on with both humans and case data at the same
me. Addi onally, technology has to be mature in order to cope with sophis cated
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content management and ad hoc ac ons. According to Gartner [39] ACM is well suited
for processes with high risk excep ons due to its focus on data and loosely integrated
processes.
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State of the art technology is able to process many business opera ons automa cally
by either custom designed applica ons, process engines with respec vely designed
workﬂows or even a combina on of both. Nonetheless changing requirements and
unpredictable excep ons are challenging highly standardized procedures. In most
cases processes are hardly possible to react to ad hoc changing requirements without the need for adapta on by humans. By dividing a BPMS into build me and runme modules, it is perfect for prespeciﬁed workﬂows. However, which architecture
would be be er when comparing tradi onal business process management systems
and ACM systems. Probably it simply depends on the scenario. Rare issues provide
possibili es to machines deciding what to do in case of excep ons [61, 52]. Theore cally every predictable excep on can be implemented in a prespeciﬁed workﬂow.
Even though this could be achieved, it would not classify a process to be ﬂexible.
Humans reach decisions based on their experience, inten on and knowledge. Conven onal programming paradigms hardly support decision management [77]. Some
kind of ar ﬁcial intelligence (AI) would be needed in order to let machines make decisions based on experience and knowledge. Partly this already is done in the ﬁeld of
IT service management (ITSM) by adding seman cs and implemen ng ontologies in
order to let the system make assump ons. Certainly, ontologies and seman cs are
just a small part to achieve a fully automated and largely ﬂexible system. Eventually
a ques on remains, if it is really eﬀec ve to develop such a totally automated system, which probably needs a lot of specialized maintenance and usability is beyond
ques on as well.

4.1 Usability increases Flexibility
Basically technical capabili es have to be provided in order to ensure a ﬂexible workﬂow. As already men oned a BPMS has to provide an underlying technology for migra ng process instances (cf. sec on 4.6.3) and upda ng process models (cf. sec on
4.6.2) ad hoc like. But with this underlying technology there are always experts and
specialists needed who are able to actually achieve such changes. End users would
have no possibility to perform similar changes without hiding complexity. Therefore
usability needs to be almost perfect.
There is a reason why there exists specialists for every industry, sector and module.
BPMS, especially if it is implemented throughout the en re company, can contain
dozens of modules and custom extensions. This fact o en makes it hardly possible
for one person to stay on top of things. Certainly this would not be an issue once implementa on of the en re system is ﬁnished and runs smoothly. But there will hardly
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be any stagna on in the whole company. There is always something, which will be
enhanced, needs to be updated and is causing trouble beside repairing ordinary parts
of the system. Assuming just an update, it has to be executed on one part of the system in order to be opera onal on the hardware. Who can tell what dependencies
there are on the remaining system? Every small adjustment would be a stress test
for the en re organiza on which leads to high risks. Therefore ITIL has a strong focus
on managing dependencies [71] in order to be capable of maintaining IT infrastructure in companies. In order to minimize the risk of dependencies to other programs,
so ware architecture plays a big role in this kind of ques on and most of the business
process management systems make usage of this exper se to provide loosely coupled
modules. Hence, to take care of the design means to increase usability of so ware. In
this case it is not just about the user interface for end users, but it is the method and
intelligently making predictable systems, which can be maintained without the need
of working at least ﬁve years in the same company and occupa on.

hardware specialist
database specialist
applicaon specialist
ERP specialist
IT support specialist
ﬁnancial specialist
end user
Figure 4.1: Usability in diﬀerent Staﬀ Classiﬁcations
When thinking of usability the ﬁrst things come to mind is the graphical user interface
(GUI). But it is not the look and feel, what makes the user experience (UX) appropriate for certain systems. Providing an overview and clear structure added up with a
sensible workﬂow helps end users. As can be seen in Figure 4.1 the need for UX could
be enabled in many areas where people are opera ng. End users who are working
with a well designed GUI might have no addi onal need for instruc ons of others and
are limited to do something wrong. By applying similar UX to all areas shown in the
incomplete list of sectors (cf. Figure 4.1) ﬂexibility even can be increased in all scopes.
There are diﬀerent possibili es how to ensure usability. Beside a clearly structured
architecture, ensuring easy adapta ons, just simple naming conven ons can lead to
desired clearness.
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At the end of the day, the end user has to handle it in order to be able to enhance
working with ﬂexibility features, which only can be ensured if simplicity is given respec vely. Complexity of opera ons has to be hidden [17, 57] behind descrip ve buttons and poten al usability features combined with appropriate feedback for the user.
Addi onally a single system can provide simplicity and no ma er if processes are fully
automated, partly automated or are handled within ACM modules, tracking provides
the favored transparency for the company.

4.2 Diﬀerent Adapta on Types
Before actually dive into the technical aspects of upda ng workﬂow instances in secon 4.6, there is some background, which has to be men oned beforehand. In order
to know how to deal with diﬀerent possibili es and certain kinds of adapta ons, Figure
4.2 is providing a comprehensible descrip on. The classiﬁca on is based on research
[22], conducted by Gartner in order to supply knowledge about leveraging ﬂexibility
for business adaptability.
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Figure 4.2: Axis of Adaptability (based on [22])
According to Figure 4.2 there are three classiﬁca ons of ﬂexible processes, besides
the ordinary sta c processes. This classiﬁca on is driven by two values, which is the
degree of dynamic nature on the y-axis as well as the degree of unstructured nature
represented by the x-axis.
Firstly, dynamic processes are characterized by a high degree of dynamic nature combined with a high structure, i.e. basically it represents an enhancement of the ordinary
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process by adding ﬂexibility capabili es respec vely (cf. sec on 3.4.2). An important
fact is that this kind of ﬂexibility mostly has to be speciﬁed beforehand, which decreases ﬂexibility signiﬁcantly. The ad hoc capability of BPMN would be part of this
classiﬁca on.
Now instead of having a high degree of dynamic and a high degree of structure, ad hoc
processes represent the opposite conﬁgura on with a low degree of dynamic and a
high degree of unstructured behavior. Flexibility is ensured by collabora vely working
on a shared process instance like it is performed with case management.
By combining high dynamic nature and unstructured behavior intelligent processes
provides the classiﬁca on in the upper right quadrant. In principle automa on of
highly ﬂexible processes (cf. sec on 4.6.4) is rather diﬃcult but intelligent processes
poten ally provide this capability. However most of the execu on has to be done
by humans with the help of op mized systems and frameworks like ACM (cf. sec on
3.5.3).

4.3 Flexibility Issues
Computers and thus automa on need clear structured constructs. Flexibility is dealing
with unpredictability. Consequently problems for automa ng ﬂexible processes are
inevitable.
Based on the taxonomy for ﬂexibility (cf. Figure 3.2), provided by [67] in sec on 3.3,
issues arise for all four branches. The need for change, even in business processes
is inevitable. Sooner or later every process model needs to be adapted (cf. sec on
3.3), be it because of changing laws or because of broken hardware of the underlying
server (cf. sec on 3.2). Issues for variability, looseness, adapta on and evolu on will
be illustrated by the following sec ons.

4.3.1 Variability Issue
When coming to the need of diﬀerences between products and services it becomes
clear, why variability drives the need for ﬂexible processes. A very bold and simple
example for variability can be found in the product line of many car manufacturers. No
ma er when looking for a certain model with dis nct features or, a li le more abstract,
a van where many diﬀerent models could be appropriate, product variability ensures
the need for diﬀerent processes, however with similar behavior. Thus, a respec ve
business process model can provide the same source process with diﬀerent varia ons
to handle its variants.

4.3.2 Looseness Issue
As already men oned, unpredictability plays a big role in being ﬂexible because there
are processes and opera ons, which cannot be speciﬁed a priori. However it should be
possible to automate at least parts of a process and handling every kind of process in a
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BPMS. Because of its unstructured characteris c systems have to be able to deal with
this nature by providing ACM modules for example (cf. sec on 3.5.3.3). Looseness is
needed in order to handle emergent ac ons only popping up during the execu on.
Processes of this type can also be called goal-directed (cf. sec on 4.6.4) because just
the goal is known beforehand (cf. the upper right quadrant in Figure 4.2).

4.3.3 Adapta on Issue
In order actually to be able to adapt process models a system must provide func ons
to update models and its related process instances. Devia ons of business processes
and real world opera ons will occur frequently. Therefore those processes, which are
out of fashion have to be realigned to its real world processes respec vely. How this
can be achieved from a technical point of view will be described in sec on 4.6.

4.3.4 Evolu on Issue
Evolu on has already been described in sec on 3.3. Due to business environmental
changes, real world and thus its business process models have to adjust accordingly.
Even though there are no changes in the business environment going on, con nuous
improvement (Deming Cycle) op mizes workﬂows. Therefore a BPMS evolves with its
corresponding real world processes.

4.4 Flexibility Requirements
Besides providing convenient design for any kind of work throughout the en re company, UX provides just an appealing founda on to enable employees to perform easy
changes without an extraordinary amount of risk. Be it either by clearly structured infrastructure or mature user interfaces. This sec on focuses on technical requirements
[67] in order a system to state itself a ﬂexible solu on. As already can be discerned
from previous sec ons, it is not enough to just technically provide versioning support
for process models. According to Oracle [45] ﬂexibility has to be provided in UX, in
assigning work to resources (primarily humans), in enforcing business policies, which
includes the change during run me as well as case management, as it is done through
ACM. Depending on the capability to changing processes many problems arise, which
have been handled in previous sec on 4.3 and causing the founding, illustrated in the
following sec ons.

4.4.1 Conﬁgurability
Plain old process models were sta c with a high eﬀort to adjust them. Variability
needs are driving conﬁgura on of processes, which makes it usable to alter an exis ng process due to slightly diﬀerences. Making process models being conﬁgurable
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[66] it eases process crea on for certain variants. According to a patent [36] process
templates are used for conﬁgura on purposes.

4.4.2 Diﬀering Process Models
As already stated some business opera ons need a loosely speciﬁed descrip on of a
process. Especially when it comes down to long running processes with the poten al
of high risk excep ons [39] ACM capabili es (cf. sec on 3.5.3.4) are needed. Applying
ad hoc changes to process instances requires the system to handle such changes. Depending on this possibility, addi onally it increases the demand of features like secure
permission management, proper valida on and gapless business compliance.

4.4.3 Versioning Support
There are not just process instances, which need to be adapted but also corresponding
process models have to be op mized and thus need refactoring. Coexis ng versions
of diﬀerent processes providing ﬂexibility in order to choose which version a created
instance should refer to. As will be illustrated in sec on 4.6 there are some ques ons
and possibili es concerning a to be updated model and its already running instance.

4.4.4 Transparency
Obviously, unpredictability requires increased concentra on on changes made on behalf of ad hoc adjustments (cf. sec on 3.5.4.1). Traceability in combina on with accountability ensures to reconstruct situa ons and previously made changes if necessary. But this is not just true for ad hoc changes which are unpredictable. Hence,
transparency has to be enabled throughout the en re execu on engine in order to
trace back and browse history adapta ons. Even though ACM modules might provide
unstructured execu on of certain ﬂows, people must not be able to bypass the system. Apart from that workers would be able to execute tasks without logging history
for poten al future u liza on.

4.4.5 Business Compliance
No ma er what ad hoc changes might be able to alter in workﬂow instances, all of the
changes have to take place inside certain boundaries and limita ons. Those rules have
to be kept in mind when changing processes respec vely. Viola on of federal laws can
lead to extensive penal es. Furthermore it can ruin businesses and their pres ge.
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4.4.6 Permission Management
Adding capabili es to change business opera ons on the ﬂy strengthens the need for
robust and secure permission management. Furthermore the user role concept has
to be suitable for changing permissions (e.g. permission to publish a new process version). Maybe there is the need for a four eye approval when it comes to new version
publica ons. Moreover, is it allowed for someone who updates a process model to
update running instances as well? Several ques ons arise when gran ng permissions
to users depending on the ﬁeld concerned processes belong to. Either they contain
sensible data, which are not allowed to depend on a decision of just one person but instead need two experts who can decide. Or there are just noncri cal processes which
are allowed to be adapted by a bunch of people. Howsoever there is one thing which
has to be ensured any me. Access has to be restricted to authorized and known users
not least because transparency depends on accountability.

4.4.7 Valida on Support
Even in boringly predictable processes errors can occur due to dead locks or missing
data. When thinking of upda ng workﬂow instances during run me things have the
poten al to get even worse. Since running processes are in a certain state and hold
data of a certain state changing tasks in such a sophis cated scenario could easily lead
to big errors. Therefore every single change, howsoever small, needs to be checked
for syntax errors, poten al data errors, blocking ac vi es and compa bility to its dependencies (cf. sec on 4.6.1). Those valida on checks can also be seen as some kind
of UX feature. If users, especially end users, can be sure changes they make can only
have posi ve impact on the opera on they are likely to use the BPMS because they
see its beneﬁts and not just because they have to. Users need to trust the system and
valida on helps them to check before something is wrong.

4.4.8 Concurrent Changes
Concurrent changes can be either by simultaneous adapta on of the same process or
by overlapping changes. The la er describes the more sophis cated ones. Whereas
there are already solu ons for concurrent changes of the same object my diﬀerent
people, focus lays on overlapping changes. Basically overlapping changes describe
adjustments to be made on an already changed processes. This is be er illustrated by
Figure 4.3, which shows an ad hoc change performed on an instance followed by an
evolu onary change of the corresponding process model and moreover its immediate
change of the instance during run me.
Star ng at me t the process model M is created in its very ﬁrst version. Next to that
at me t+1 an instance is created based on process model M. During execu on of
instance I an ad hoc change takes place triggered manually by an authorized user. This
results I to be derived from M but changed individually, which leads to I’. A erwards
M will be op mized and version 2.0 will be published. Its corresponding instance I’
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Mv1.0

Mv2.0

Iv1.0

t

I‘v1.0

t+1

t+2

t+3

Figure 4.3: Illustration of an overlapping Change
now should be updated instantly to the new model version. Since I’ contains changes
not considered by its model the update of the instance during run me at me t+3
is more sophis cated than before because of unknown changes. Therefore special
mechanisms have to be provided by the PAIS in order to take care of such changes.

4.4.9 System Learning
The willingness to u lize history changes to improve workﬂows are considered in many
publica ons, e.g. [33, 88]. Obviously companies are interested in the reuse of exis ng
adapta ons, because it has the poten al to save me and money (cf. sec on 3.5.4.2).
Again, usability can have a considerable impact on reusing exis ng ac ons. For example, when certain excep ons occur during process execu on, recommenda ons
made by the system could encourage users to con nue execu on with exis ng adapta ons made in the past. However this strongly depends on the representa on of
history changes and its accuracy to ﬁt their reusability in appropriate scenarios. Although system learning hardly seems to be mandatory as a ﬂexibility requirement, it
indeed contributes to the overall system package to improve and facilitate users in
their business opera ons.

4.5 Pa ern Power
Automa on needs clear structure and this becomes even more cri cal with enabling
users to dynamically alter workﬂows, dele ng ac ons and applying ad hoc changes to
process instances. As heavily used in the domain of so ware engineering, pa erns
provide known and standardized best prac ce recommenda ons of frequently used
implementa ons and issues. Similar to so ware development the implementa on of
business processes can u lize pa erns to ensure development of parts according to
best prac ce knowledge.
Actually so ware development is a more custom approach to create tools, much closer
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to the computer and technology theme than to the business context. However, this
cannot be generalized. Eventually, so ware development is to translate real world
processes into a certain applica on with the help of a certain nota on. In this case this
nota on is not as abstract as BPMN for example, however there are abstrac ons in the
languages used in so ware engineering when comparing Assembler1 and Java2 . Basically every automated business process implemented with WS-BPEL for example can
be implemented within another programming language as well and probably a BPMS is
based on Java. Anyway, depending on the given scenario BPM aims to hide complexity
by contrast to programming languages. However pa erns does not provide nota on
speciﬁc or technology speciﬁc constructs since pa ern based approaches should be
usable throughout the en re scope of process design.

4.5.1 Expressive Modeling
Using pa erns in process models means to increase the expressiveness of a process
[67]. Business processes by nature can be highly sophis cated, which makes a process
hard to maintain. Expressiveness can counteract complexity. This can easily be illustrated by Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 by modeling a simple process for crea ng cereal.
Since the order of how ingredients are added to the bowl does not ma er, a process
speciﬁca on for a cereal with four dis nct ingredients becomes confusing. Figure 4.4
hides most of the possible sequen al orders, but it can be imagined how sophis cated
it can get when thinking of its permuta on.
add
milk

grab bowl

add
cereals

add
fruits

add
grains

.....

X

add
grains

add
fruits

add
cereals

X

serve meal

add
milk

Figure 4.4: Example of ordinary process
Unlike modeling every permuta on, Figure 4.5 just uses the interleaved rou ng pattern3 to achieve the exact same speciﬁca on with extreme decreased complexity. Obviously readability is given, if implemen ng the pa ern in case of the cereal process.
Addi onally to improved readability, pa erns can be an extensive me saver. Due to
the fact of an op miza on ini a ve the process of making a cereal is cu ed by removing the »Add fruits« ac vity. Whereas in case of the pa ern usage there is just
1

Hardware programming, http://asm.sourceforge.net/
What is Java, https://www.java.com/en/download/faq/whatis_java.xml
3
Workﬂow patterns, Pattern 40, http://www.workﬂowpatterns.com/patterns/control/new/wcp40.php
2
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the need for removing the respec ve ac vity, upda ng the process model in Figure
4.4 would lead to some eﬀort.

add milk

add cereals
grab bowl

serve meal
add fruits

add grains

interleaved rou!ng pa"ern
Figure 4.5: Example of process with pattern usage
Despite all advantages of using pa erns, usage depends on appropriate scenarios.
Similar to symbols used in BPMN, pa erns express certain seman cs, which needs to
be known by process engineers. As pointed out by [18] pa erns can have its downsides. Addi onally, high expressiveness can lead to more complex BPMS because pattern support needs to be ensured [67].

4.5.2 Control Flow Pa erns
Control ﬂow pa erns aim to support process modeling of the control ﬂow perspec ve
[75]. In order to simplify understanding and some other aspects, already men oned
in the previous sec on, control ﬂow pa erns standardize constructs of the ac vity
ﬂow. By deﬁning pa erns for sequen al ﬂows or pa erns for parallel ﬂows these patterns raise modeling forma ons to an abstract view. The interleaved rou ng pa ern
in Figure 4.5 is an example for that.

4.5.3 Data Pa erns
As the name suggests, data pa erns [73] focus on a diﬀerent perspec ve of the process model. Since processes u lize data during execu on, this data can be represented
in the model. Consequently those pa erns standardize representa ons of dis nct
scopes of variables during workﬂow execu on. Furthermore it provides comprehensible representa on of data transfers and precondi ons regarding data.
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4.5.4 Resource Pa erns
The resource perspec ve of workﬂows can be iden ﬁed by various resources. Resources can be human beings, virtual equipment or physical objects. In order to their
well arranged usage of resources the range of resource pa erns stretches from diﬀerent kind of distribu on possibili es, authoriza on issues, alloca on to visibility [74].

4.5.5 Excep on Handling Pa erns
Excep on handling pa erns [76, 53] can only be used for predeﬁned excep ons, which
are known prior to a workﬂow’s execu on. As stated by [76] the type of an excep on
has an impact on how an excep on can be handled. Handling an excep on, which occurred during execu on of a certain ac vity makes a diﬀerence by contrast of handling
an excep on, triggered by a deadline for instance.

4.6 Upda ng Work Flows
As described in the previous sec ons, several precondi ons have to be fulﬁlled in order
to provide change capabili es smoothly throughout the en re process por olio of
an organiza on. Since computers and servers rely on structured and strictly deﬁned
paradigms, there is a reason why ﬂexibility and workﬂow execu on is a rather complex
topic. Nevertheless examples show that it can be achieved with the right concept
and appropriate technology as stated by [82, 81]. This sec on focuses on the hard
facts, i.e. the technical issues behind ad hoc adapta ons in workﬂow instances and its
deﬁni ons.

4.6.1 Precondi ons of Adapta ons
It has been already men oned that a BPMS depends on a clear structure. When thinking of ACM the concept itself is focused on loosely coupled processes. Although the
basis for this concept is built on strictly deﬁned paradigms. In tradi onal process
aware informa on systems the concept of how processes are handled might not be as
ﬂexible as it could be. Therefore changed processes have to be validated and tested
as good as it is possible in order to prove they are ready to be executed. An overview
of precondi ons has been given in sec on 3.3. Those precondi ons [67] are namely:
 structural correctness
 process deﬁni on soundness
 correctness of data ﬂow
 state compliance
Explaining those four precondi ons, the assump on has been made that at the inial point the processes to be adapted already fulﬁll the precondi ons declared. Thus,
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when checking for the structural correctness of a process model it is a proper validated
deﬁni on. First, when changing a process, syntac cal correctness has to be ensured,
i.e. a change performed on a correct process has to result in another correct process, which is true for valida on in general. Syntac cal correctness depends on the
language used to represent the process. Since each language has its own, some mes
similar, grammar it has to be proved that the process engine can read this language
properly. Otherwise errors are caused by the BPMS. Structural correctness valida on
is rather easy because is can be accomplished during modeling the process. In Figure
4.6 obviously an arrow is missing between Task 1 and Task 2, which would be instantly
lead to feedback in the design applica on respec vely.

Task 1

Task 2

Figure 4.6: Structural incorrect Process
In comparison to the correct syntax, checking for a process’ soundness increases the
inspec on eﬀort. According to a model’s soundness [90] it has to be ensured that each
process ﬁnishes in a proper state. This fact is strongly related to the third point of the
enumera on above. Addi onally to the op on to complete it is important that the
en re process is completed without any dead locks for example. In order to complete
a process in a proper state all corresponding ac vi es in combina on with its instance
have to ﬁnish the execu on. Implicitly this results in the condi on of no dead ac vi es.
All of the condi ons need to be fulﬁlled for sub processes as well. When taking Figure
4.7 there is the possibility of a dead ac vity inside the exclusive choice. Depending
on the condi on either Task 1 or Task 2 could be the unreachable ac vity. Therefore
the condi on needs to be validated. If for example the condi on results in a hundred
per cent probability for one single branch the exclusive choice would omit the other
branch. Consequently one branch is never reachable, which makes an ac vity never
executed.

Task 1
X

X
Task 2

Figure 4.7: Process with no given Soundness
Workﬂow execu on depends on data objects. Data objects can be easily represented
by variables and as such data objects can be manipulated by certain ac vi es in the
process. Manipula on can cause loss of data, stored in such variables. Consequences
contain missing and unnecessary data as well as lost updates. Figure 4.8 outlines a lost
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update scenario. In this scenario Task 1 writes data to variable x. Subsequently Task
2 overwrites variable x with other data. Task 3 now receives data in x but does not
know that variable x has been overwri en and the origin data stored by Task 1 is lost.
Although this might not result in an error, the consequences can be fatal, e.g. wrong
process output.

x
Task 1

Task 2

Task 2

Figure 4.8: Process with a lost Update
State compliance does not belong directly to the modeling perspec ve, rather to the
execu ng perspec ve. Accordingly in the context of process adapta ons instances
are changed, i.e. running processes will be changed. Since instances are running, they
are in a certain state, which means the ﬂow is at a speciﬁc point in its execu on. Depending on the progress and on the loca on where the altera on is needed a process
is either possible to be changed or not. If an update on a workﬂow instance would
not be validated prior to its implementa on, errors can arise. Figure 4.9a shows the
process model of an already running instance. The instance should be changed of this
trivial model. Task X will be put a er Task 1 and before Task 2. Looking at the instance
of the model in Figure 4.9b, Task 1 has already been ﬁnished whereas Task 2 is in a
running state indicated by the play sign. A er applying the change of the inser on of
Task X the instance is displayed next to the pris ne instance illustra on. Without managing states Task 2 is s ll running while Task X will never be touched because progress
is already too far.
As already referred to, instances might be changed during ad hoc adapta ons. However this is not the only set up where changes to running processes are likely to happen. Even when process models are updated it can be possible to update its corresponding instances to the new version. In either case, states have to be managed in
order to ensure compliant implementa ons.
So valida on helps to ensure smoothly running instances even if they are changed during run me. Unfortunately some considera ons have to be made, regarding Murphy’s
Law. Thus, if »anything that can go wrong will go wrong« is true, then even valida on
some mes can fail. Especially incorrect states cause problems that have to be dealt
with accordingly. As stated by [67] there are ﬁve strategies that help to cope with non
compliant process instances.
 par al rollback
 delayed migra on
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a
Task 1

Task 2

Task X

b
Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task X

Task 2

Figure 4.9: Non state compliant Instance
 always migrate
 instance speciﬁc adjustments
 type speciﬁc adjustments
Simply put, par al rollback reverts the non state compliant process instance to a compliant state. This does not necessarily mean that the en re adapta on will be reverted,
but essen al parts of that change, e.g. undo certain addi ons. In order to deal with
running processes it is also possible to delay the migra on. This can be achieved if the
sec on to be changed is inside a loop. If the change is not state compliant when the
ﬁrst itera on a er the adapta on is in progress, it can wait to the following itera on
when it becomes state compliant and the update can be part of the ﬂow. Similar to
the par al rollback, delayed migra on can only be executed in appropriate situa ons.
The next three strategies represent some more advanced techniques to ensure state
compliance. Firstly, the so called always migrate strategy is quite easy to explain. Every
instance will be migrated unless it is non state compliant. Otherwise the change will
be neutralized for the non compliant instance. As a consequence the original changes
would not take eﬀect on those non compliant process instances. The name already
suggests that instance speciﬁc adjustments might be similar to the previous strategy
and yet it is diﬀerent. If inser ons of addi onal ac vi es do not ma er where to happen for example, the insert loca on can be adjusted. Depending on the progress of
an instance, the change can be applied a er another ac vity. Again this strategy depends on the situa on of the change because this cannot be applied to dele ons of
ac vi es. Lastly, type speciﬁc adjustments follow the other direc on of the instance
speciﬁc adjustments. In order to migrate as many of the running instances the change
itself will be altered. The number of migrateable instances can be increased by applying changes as late as it is possible in the process model.

4.6.2 Model Changes
Process model changes are quite similar to instance changes, however valida on is
easier. Since models do not have an execu on state, there is no need to check for
the state compliance at ﬁrst glance. Depending on the impact of the model changes,
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corresponding instances, which might adopt the updates from their models might be
aﬀected (cf. next sec on 4.6.3).
Task 3

Model M
XOR
Task 1

Task 2

X

X

Task 5

XJOIN
Task 4

Model M‘
Task 1

Task 3

Task 2

Change primi!ves from M to M‘
1. delete edge T1 T2
2. delete edge XOR T3
3. delete edge T2 XOR
4. delete edge XOR T4
5. delete edge T3 XJOIN 6. delete edge T4 XJOIN
7. delete edge XJOIN T5 8. delete node XOR
9. delete node XJOIN
10. add edge T1 T3
11. add edge T3 T2
12. add edge T2 T4
13. add edge T4 T5

Task 4

Task 5

Change opera!on from M to M‘
1. move Task 3 between
Task 1 and Task 2

Figure 4.10: Comparison between low Level and high Level Changes
Basically model adjustments can be handled by two diﬀerent approaches [67]. Differen a ng between low level and high level changes reveals that low level changes
have their downsides. Low level changes are deﬁned by primi ves, which basically
consist of add node, remove node, add edge and remove edge. Thus when removing
a node, corresponding edges have to be removed as well, which can be considered as
error prone in certain cases because it has to be done manually. High level changes on
the other hand hide this complexity. With change opera ons such like add, remove
and move not just single nodes but also blocks and groups can be updated easily.
A comparison can be iden ﬁed by looking at Figure 4.10 where process model M is
transferred into process model M’.

4.6.3 Instance Changes
Changes at the process model level can have direct impact on corresponding instances.
Especially in terms of long running instances such aﬀects can become necessary [67].
Handling or not handling those aﬀects on running processes can basically be achieved
in three ways. First, leaving the currently running instance ﬁnish with the behavior
in its ini al version, which refers to not handling in this case. Handled will be the
instances in the second way of dealing with this cascading update, even though termina ng instances respec vely seems to be some kind of rude, which can be done by
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systems. Lastly, the actual way of handling updates for instances allows for a migraon of the corresponding instance. An advantage of the ﬁrst and second method is
that almost no manual task is required whereas in case of the third method manual
ac vity is rather likely. Manually migra ng instances would be error prone without
valida on mechanisms (cf. sec on 4.6.1). Thus proper migra on can be achieved
with adjustments of the current state of an instance in order to proceed execu on
smoothly. Adjust variables, revert execu on to another loca on in the execu on ﬂow
and consequently adjust states of ac vi es. Therefore providing the capability for altering instances’ past is essen al.
Process instance changes, which are not caused by its updated models are the result of ad hoc changes. Ad hoc adjustments to running processes are o en required
by handling unan cipated excep ons in order to ensure most ﬂexible handling [67].
Therefore a PAIS has to provide several techniques to allow a user to handle either
unforeseen or an cipated excep ons (cf. sec on 3.4). Needed capabili es include
manipula ng nodes (e.g. addi on and dele on), postpone the execu on of ac vies, to antedate execu on of ac vi es no ma er if precondi ons are fulﬁlled or not.
Technically speaking adapta ons of instances indeed can lead to changes in the corresponding process model, however logically an instance can be seen almost independent from its deﬁni on. When talking about ad hoc instance changes the la er will
be assumed.

Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

Task 3
Task 1

X

Task 2

X
Task 4

Figure 4.11: Process Regions and State Adaptations
Instance changes must not violate correctness and have to ensure proper execu on,
as explained in sec on 4.6.1. Furthermore adjustments made in running processes
must not aﬀect other instances at the same me. Proper execu on includes suﬃcient
checks for state compliance. This depends on the process region to be adjusted. If
for example the execu on ﬂow is just in the beginning sec on of an instance, no state
adjustments would become necessary. In case of the process in Figure 4.11 even if
Task 3 has been completed and Task 4 is s ll in a running state, adapta ons could be
made between the parallel join and the process end in Region 4 without the need for
further state adjustments. Thus, no yet entered regions do not need state adapta ons
when changes are applied to them.
Even though changes happen manually, it has to be ensured to s ll provide transparency of adapta ons. (cf. sec on 4.4.4). Moreover it can be diﬀeren ated between
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permanent and temporary changes [67]. In case of ad hoc ac ons generally thinking
such changes would be valid un l the comple on of the instance. Straight ﬂows, containing just exclusive ors, parallel splits and ac vi es, do not need to make decisions
on permanent or temporary changes because changed regions will just be executed
once. When thinking of loops such decisions become reasonable. Certain itera ons
perhaps need to be handled by an ad hoc change whereas all following itera ons in
a loop do not need this adjustment. Therefore temporary changes would deﬁnitely
make sense.

4.6.4 Automa on of Adapta ons
In order to deﬁne what is possible when thinking of automated adapta ons, the more
interes ng ques on is what is actually useful. A ﬁne line can be imagined regarding
excep on handling and ad hoc manipula ons on running process instances. Assuming
ad hoc ac ons as something more manual, excep on handling could be deﬁned in
a much more automatable way. Excep on handling does not compulsorily have to
be done manually. Analogously to programming languages’ excep ons, which will be
thrown in certain situa ons, can be caught and can be handled accordingly. In this
case the excep on handling in so ware development is predeﬁned and thus easier
to handle but unfortunately highly sta c. Nevertheless separa on of ad hoc changes
and excep on handling is s ll fuzzy.
When thinking of hundreds of process instances referring to a single process model,
automa on can save huge amounts of resources and keeps the ﬂexibility feature of the
BPMS s ll working, no ma er how much instances have been created. Therefore automated instance migra on (cf. previous sec on 4.6.3) can have a huge impact on the
feasibility of instant changes. Compared to an ad hoc change, an adapta on caused by
a model op miza on knows how the adapta on looks like because it is predeﬁned by
its corresponding model. Nevertheless state compliance can be an issue depending on
the progress of the running process. In case of unpredictable excep ons, automa on
struggles because of various problems. Ordinary programming languages are sta c
and cannot adapt during run me. However the concept of dynamic so ware development is rather old (cf. Lisp4 programming language and its state of the art dialect5 )
but s ll exists.
Although ad hoc ac ons ﬁrst and foremost are handled manually, automa on can s ll
be useful in order to increase UX and thus supports the user performing an ad hoc
change. Giving automated sugges ons based on historical data could be one method
of assistance followed by an excellent valida on check as already discussed in sec on
4.1. Beside automa on of ad hoc changes, in order to automate excep on handling,
ﬁrst of all a PAIS has to detect such a situa on whether it is explicitly detected or implicitly iden ﬁed. In either way the possibility of no ﬁca ons in case of an autonomous
change should be considered in order to inform persons responsible of something automa cally happened. Basically there are three concepts of how to automate adap4
5

Lisp, http://groups.engin.umd.umich.edu/CIS/course.des/cis400/lisp/lisp.html
Clojure, http://clojure.org/dynamic
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ta ons [67].
 rule based automa on
 case based automa on
 goal based automa on
Rule based approaches are also called event condi on ac on (ECA) approaches. This
method detects excep onal situa ons and can iden fy changes needed for certain
process instances. Adapta ons of running instances are described in [61] where not
yet entered regions can be modiﬁed by adding or dele ng ac vi es. By specifying an
abstract ECA rule model, parts to be altered can be iden ﬁed and modiﬁed respecvely. However this approach includes es mates and thus s ll contains uncertainty.
Case based reasoning u lizes already used changes to be applied in appropriate situa ons. In case of an excep on previous adapta ons are fetched and if suitable past
changes could be found those changes are implemented instantly. Before such changes
are applied to an instance, appropriate loca ons, where the change should be implemented will be determined.
Finally, goal based approaches deﬁne the goal of a process and extract the process
model out of these speciﬁca ons. Since the way the goal is accomplished by this approach is dynamic, occurring excep ons during run me would lead to adapta ons accordingly. This approach is s ll limited to some scenarios because special treatment
of loops and other more sophis cated constructs are not that easy to handle by goal
based speciﬁca on. Gartner men ons a company6 in their cool vendors report [27],
which oﬀers goal driven work support by providing plans to choose from speciﬁed by
a certain goal. The organiza on uses an AI approach to create such plans. Gartner
states this as an advanced approach in the ACM sector.

6

IActive Intelligent Technologies, http://www.iactiveit.com/
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There are several engines out there, covering the execu on of predeﬁned workﬂows
and predictable excep on handling as well. Some provide proprietary solu ons for
an even more abstract view on the implementa on of business processes in contrast
to ordinary programming. Others oﬀer possibili es that can handle the execu on of
processes as part of an overall business suite. All of the following examples provide
ﬂexibility during the execu on of processes to a certain extent. How far these capabili es can cover the previously men oned needs for providing a ﬂexible BPMS, will
be shown in detail. However, the focus will be laid to the technical realiza on of how
a process engineer or programmer can alter workﬂows during run me. Usability, as
described in sec on 4.1 as an impact on the degree of how ﬂexible a PAIS can be, will
not be evaluated. Nevertheless it can be implied, how convenient it is for a process
engineer to apply changes on running instances. Certainly this will not include the
perspec ve of how it can be achieved by the end user.

5.1 Windows Workﬂow Founda on 4.5
Microso ’s Windows Workﬂow Founda on (WF) provides capabili es for a descrip ve
programming experience. As a .NET1 framework, it improves the way how to implement business logic. Approximately un l 2012 WF was just part of .NET without an
separate server. With Workﬂow Manager2 1.0 Microso introduced a server, which
can host WF 4.5 deﬁni ons.
In order to simplify implementa on of business logic in certain programs, a more
declara ve model has been created [25]. Microso introduced a new possibility of
wri ng program code in .NET by describing it with a ﬂow. Actually this ﬂow can be
described with characters in the form of source code as well. However, ac vi es and
arrows are visual objects, which can be easily understood by humans. Hence, implemen ng con nuously changing business logic within programs with the help of workﬂows makes it possible to change certain ﬂows when needed. Although adapta on
of program code is possible as well, workﬂows are more comprehensible (cf. Figure
5.1). Since workﬂows provide a more abstract level of developing applica ons and
services, addi onal advantages can be discovered in ﬁelds of scalability, automa c
tracking and the usage of ordinary workﬂow tools like implemen ng a parallel split.
Moreover, with WF it is possible to deﬁne state machine speciﬁca ons that can be
handled equally to the ﬂow chart deﬁni ons.
Microso ’s integrated development environment (IDE) Visual Studio provides tools
1
2

.NET Framework, http://www.microsoft.com/net
Workﬂow Manager, http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj193528%28v=azure.10%29.aspx
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code

workflow

string state;
state

//get input
if(...)
//execute Task 1
else
//execute Task 2
//send output

receive message
if
Task 1

Task 2

send message
receive message
while

//get input
while(...)
//execute Task 3
//send output

Task 3
send message
sequence

Figure 5.1: Comparison between ordinary Code and a Workﬂow (based on [25])
for visually crea ng workﬂows. Even though crea on of business opera ons can be
simpliﬁed, it is not meant to be used by end users. Preferably it is a usability improvement (cf. sec on 4.1) for maintaining business logic and simplifying programs
by hiding complexity for the applica on specialists (cf. Figure 4.1).

5.1.1 Capabili es of dynamic Update
In WF there is the possibility to deﬁne several versions of a workﬂow alongside each
other. Thus, if there exists workﬂow W with several versions, instances to made of
the one or the other can be speciﬁed. Assuming there exist three versions of the
workﬂow, W1.0, W1.1 and W2.0. Now, when instan a ng a workﬂow the deﬁni on
to use can be selected. If nothing is speciﬁed, the latest version3 will be taken, which
would be W2.0 in this case. By being aware of various version of a workﬂow, WF sets
the cornerstone for the update of instances.
The feature of upda ng instances from one version to another is called dynamic update. Based on diﬀerent iden es of a workﬂow, a persisted instance can be updated.
Since the status of an instance has to be kept in mind, the engine has to know how to
get from one version to the other. Therefore a so called update map will be created,
as illustrated in Figure 5.2 in order to provide the necessary informa on about the
diﬀerences. In his presenta on [42] about the future of WF, Ron Jacobs describes the
3

What’s new in WF45, http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/hh781025.aspx
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v1.0

v2.0

delta
Figure 5.2: The Update Map to get from one Version to the other
update map as a guideline of how to get from one version to the other. The run me
takes this informa on and modiﬁes the instance accordingly.
Long running instances are persisted in the database in order to be con nued when
necessary (e.g. requested input has reached the workﬂow). In case of urgent bug ﬁxes
or changing business requirements such persisted instances can be con nued with the
most recent workﬂow deﬁni on.

5.1.2 Limita ons of dynamic Update
Dynamic update helps windows workﬂows being more ﬂexible even though instances
are already running. Nevertheless, there are limita ons when it comes to the degree
of ﬂexibility. First of all, dynamic updates are just true for dynamically upda ng the
deﬁni on in a later state. This means ac vi es, which already have been executed
cannot be changed (cf. sec on 4.6.3). Thus, if instances’ progress is too far, some
adapta ons cannot be applied to them. In order to provide end users with the capability of dynamic update, it probably has to be wrapped into a user friendly program
with an appropriate GUI.

5.1.3 Example Realiza on of dynamic Update
Technically speaking, the transforma on of an instance from one version to the other
is done within four steps4 .
1. prepare for update
2. make changes
3. create the update map
4. apply the update map

4

Dynamic Update, http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh314052(v=vs.110).aspx
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In order to generate the previously men oned UpdateMap, the workﬂow deﬁni on to
be updated needs to be prepared. The WF framework provides a class called DynamicUpdateServices, which contains sta c methods to be called. Step one and three rely
on this class to ﬁrst prepare the workﬂow deﬁni on and genera ng the UpdateMap
a er applying the necessary changes. Lis ng 1 illustrates how a newly created workﬂow can be prepared for an update.
Listing 1 Call on PrepareForUpdate()
1
2
3
4

// Create a new workflow
Activity workflow = new MyFlowV1();
// Prepare the workflow
DynamicUpdateServices.PrepareForUpdate(workflow);

Diﬀerences between the original workﬂow and the updated deﬁni on need to be determined by the framework. Therefore the ﬁrst step iden ﬁes all objects of the workﬂow, that are necessary for the comparison between the old and the new version.
A er iden fying all objects, the workﬂow is cloned and a ached to the original defini on. With now having a backup of the original workﬂow, the deﬁni on can be
changed in order to implement the necessary adjustments, as stated in the second
step.
Once changes has been made to the workﬂow deﬁni on, the UpdateMap can be generated by simply calling the appropriate method in the DynamicUpdateServices class
(cf. Lis ng 2). In this case the map is returned to a variable and will be used a erwards
to apply the UpdateMap. However, some mes it is necessary to persist the map on
the ﬁle system to be able to postpone the actual update of an instance.
Listing 2 Create the UpdateMap with DynamicUpdateServices class
1
2
3

// Create the UpdateMap and apply it to a variable
DynamicUpdateMap updateMap =
DynamicUpdateServices.CreateUpdateMap(workflow);

Step four consists of several sub steps. First, the id of the persisted instance to be
updated needs to be determined. Based on this id the respec ve instance can be
loaded from the database (cf. Lis ng 3 at line 6). Second, the updated deﬁni on will
be used to create a workﬂow applica on. In the last step, this workﬂow applica on
can be used to load the old instance and update it to the new deﬁni on. A erwards
the workﬂow instance will be persisted back into the database by calling the unload
method.
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Listing 3 Apply the UpdateMap to a persisted Instance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

// Get id of the persisted workflow to be updated
Guid id = GetPersistedWorkflowId();
// Get the persisted instance from the database
SqlWorkflowInstanceStore store =
new SqlWorkflowInstanceStore("Server=.\\SQLEXPRESS");
WorkflowApplicationInstance instance =
WorkflowApplication.GetInstance(id, store);
// Create a workflow application for applying the map
WorkflowApplication app =
new WorkflowApplication(new MyFlowV2());
// Now load the instance and apply the UpdateMap
app.Load(instance, updateMap);
// Persist and unload the workflow instance
app.Unload();

5.2 camunda BPM pla orm 7.2
Compared to WF the camunda BPM pla orm5 is a Java based framework for process
automa on. Furthermore camunda provides a holis c tool set for managing processes
with tools like camunda Modeler, camunda Cockpit (monitoring and opera ons), camunda Cycle (synchronizing models) and a public API. In combina on with the open
source a tude the BPM pla orm makes it open for Java developers. BPMN is the
preferred process deﬁni on language in camunda’s BPM pla orm.
Although camunda provides a complete suite, the company s ll is keen on providing the possibility of embedding it into custom projects. The pla orm’s ﬂexibility is
even visible in the versa le implementa on scenarios of the framework. Regardless
of whether providing camunda’s process engine in a shared, container-managed environment within an applica on server, as a standalone remote server or implement
the engine upon various cluster nodes for scalability and fail-over capabili es.
The framework is based on the Ac vi 6 project, which has been forked by camunda
for using BPMN integra on in Java. With its many tools it makes the pla orm more
than a framework.

5.2.1 Capabili es of Version Migra on
Upda ng running instances in the camunda BPM pla orm is called version migra on.
Similar to WF, camunda is capable of allowing mul ple versions of a process speciﬁca on to exist. By default all new instances start with the latest version of the process
5
6

camunda BPM User Guide, http://docs.camunda.org/7.2/guides/user-guide/
Activiti Components, http://activiti.org/components.html
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deﬁni on. However, this can be speciﬁed, when crea ng an instance. Process instances, which already exist at the me the process model is updated, will con nue
execu on with the model version they were started. If yet the op mized model have
to be applied instantly to all running instances, migra on can be performed. Thus,
according to camunda’s documenta on, simple migra on scenarios are supported by
using a certain class (cf. Lis ng 4).
From the programma c point of view those simple scenarios can be extended. While
camunda is thinking of providing more support for the version migra on, they suggest
two alterna ves for migra ng versions in a more sophis cated manner. In either way
the current process instance can be terminated and a new one can be started. First
alterna ve is to forward the state of the newly created instance to the state of the
terminated one. Of course this is a highly error prone task because all kinds of precondi ons have to be met when not resuming a created instance at the actual start
point. Moreover transparency has to be ensured manually.
Instead of enhancing the overall version of the original process model, the other alterna ve is to provide a separate migra on version. This migra on version can be
thought of an completely customized version, especially designed for the proper migra on of an instance.

5.2.2 Limita ons of Version Migra on
Theore cally there are few limita ons when considering the men oned alterna ves
for migra ng a process instance. However this has to be performed manually by an
advanced programmer and process developer in order to bear in mind all possible
error sources. Thus proper execu on is a highly risky task, which needs to be tested
suﬃciently. Aside from that, no end user would be able to perform such a version
migra on.
Only simple migra on can be executed with a provided class by the framework. However this possibility is not exposed in the public API because migra on is considered
an advanced topic, which indeed is quite obvious when thinking of things that can go
wrong. So simple migra on has limita ons in order to be fulﬁlled without migra on
errors. Therefore new process deﬁni ons need to comprise all objects that have already been executed in the currently running instance, i.e. it depends on the state of
the instance where all executed ac vi es have to be s ll available.
Iden cally to WF, camunda’s version migra on is just available for persisted instances.
BPMN provides the usage of so called boundary events [63]. Since camunda is relying
on BPMN as a modeling language, those boundary events are limi ng simple version
migra on. For that reason boundary events cannot be handled properly when being
a ached to the ac vity, the instance is wai ng in. Thus, the signal boundary event on
Task 1 in the process model of version 2 in Figure 5.3 would not be triggered. Because
persisted instance is wai ng in Task 1, the engine is not able to react to an event attached to the ac vity in this case. When reversing version 1 and 2 in the scenario of
Figure 5.3, exis ng boundary event on Task 1 is not possible to be removed because
it already existed when the instance has been persisted while wai ng in Task 1.
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v1.0

v2.0
Task 1

Task 1

Process instance is wai!ng in Task 1.
Figure 5.3: Ignored boundary Event on Task 1

5.2.3 Example Realiza on of Version Migra on
Since upda ng instances is considered an advanced topic, there is no special service
that does the migra on like in WF. Simple migra on can be accomplished by crea ng
a certain command, which will be consumed by the CommandExecutor. This executor
is provided by the process engine, as can be seen in Lis ng 4. How to migrate the
new version will be deﬁned by the class SetProcessDeﬁni onVersionCmd. The class
speciﬁes the appropriate command out of the instance id and the version respec vely.
Although version migra on is theore cally possible, support for this feature is hardly
given because the majority has to be done by the developer.
Listing 4 Migrate a Process Instance to a new Version
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

// Set command for instance 1a2b3c and version 2
SetProcessDefinitionVersionCmd command =
new SetProcessDefinitionVersionCmd("1a2b3c", 2);
// Now execute the command
((ProcessEngineImpl) ProcessEngines.getDefaultProcessEngine())
.getProcessEngineConfiguration()
.getCommandExecutorTxRequired()
.execute(command);

5.3 Oracle Fusion Middleware 12.1.3
Oracle’s Business Process Management Suite is part of the Oracle Fusion Middleware
pla orm. It states itself as a business innova on pla orm for opera on either on
premises or in the cloud. The BPM Suite 12c7 enables development and implementaon of business applica ons with addi onal monitoring features based on the business process paradigm. It provides a bunch of tools for managing business applica ons
in a more abstract way.
7

Oracle BPM Suite 12c, http://www.oracle.com/us/technologies/bpm/suite/overview/index.html
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In comparison to the previous two frameworks, Oracle provide an even more holisc approach with the aim of en rely manage business applica ons in BPMN. Diﬀerent tools provide support for trained end users. Those tools give users the ability to
manage their applica ons and opera onal work combined with several monitoring
possibili es.

5.3.1 Capabili es of Instance Migra on
With Oracle BPM Suite, users obtain the ability of managing running process instances
in several ways8 . The suite provides this ability through a GUI, which makes it more
convenient for users, than programma cally alter processes. If a process is changed
and redeployed, users can choose if corresponding instances should be kept for later
migra on. Instance migra on can be managed by a separate graphical interface, which
provides the user with informa on about current ac vi es and its correla on to other
processes. The GUI’s main purpose is to alter the ﬂow of an instance. Therefore all
current ac vi es are shown in the interface including a drop down for choosing the
new ac vity to be the new current ac vity, i.e. the state of the process will be changed
from being at one ac vity to another one. UX is increased by only showing ac vi es,
where the state can validly be changed to (cf. scenario in Figure 5.4).
Alter Flow

Open Ac!vi!es
Current
Task 3
Task 4

Comments

New
Select Task
Select Task

Loca!on
Process 1
Process 1

a comment

Data Objects
Name
correla!on1
a"ribute1
label1
owner1

Scope
Process 1
Process 1
Process 1
Process 1

Details:
correla!on1
value1

Save

Resume

Cancel

Figure 5.4: Interface for altering the Flow of an Instance
Addi onally, correla ons can be reset in order to omit communica on with certain
other processes. Correla on represents indicators for diﬀerent business processes,
8

Modifying Running Instances with Oracle, http://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/bpm/bpmuser/bpmug_alt_ﬂw_mig.htm
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which exchanges messages among themselves. By deﬁning such correla ons, processes know with whom to communicate. Overall adjustment can be commented
with custom text. The alter ﬂow interface in Figure 5.4 shows three bu ons where
certain ac on can be applied. By taking the resuming ac on, changes will be applied
to the instance and the instance will be resumed. In case of deciding to not instantly
adjust the ﬂow of the instance, changes can just be saved and the instance will be suspended. The new ﬂow can be applied later on. Further, on changing the ﬂow can be
canceled.
Basically, Oracle diﬀeren ates between just altering the ﬂow of an instance and altering the ﬂow caused by a redeployment of a process deﬁni on. Beside few excep ons,
the user interface for migra ng an instance to a newly deployed speciﬁca on looks the
same as illustrated in Figure 5.4. So it is possible to tell the instance where to con nue
execu on of ac vi es, where an instance is wai ng in, have been removed.
In order to deﬁne processes, Oracle provides support for diﬀerent objects. Such objects for deﬁning the process speciﬁca on can either be ordinary BPMN components
or other objects, Oracle is providing support for like BPEL and business rules components. However focus lays on the BPMN components. The Oracle BPM Suite is capable of automa cally migra ng instances if just new ac vi es, tasks or data objects are
added or data associa ons are changed.

5.3.2 Limita ons of Instance Migra on
Planning to change a process deﬁni on and applying it to running instances come with
some restric ons by the use of certain objects. Thus, dele ons of sub processes and
gateways are not compa ble with instance migra on. Yet there is an excep onal case,
because this does not count for exclusive gateways. Like camunda, Oracle has problems with BPMN’s boundary elements as well, no ma er whether adding or upda ng
them. Sub processes could cause problems as well. Movement of ac vi es into certain structures like sub processes and inside gateways leads to migra on compa bility
issues.
In a blog post Capgemini made a few sugges ons for addi onal requirements [87] of
Oracle’s instance migra on feature. The author cri cizes, that some process execuons are not clearly visible when altera ons have been made for a large amount of
processes. Because of that, he states some requirements from a controller’s perspecve. According to him in some cases the feature should not be allowed at all. Furthermore, for be er control in risky situa ons the permission level should be adjustable
in order to provide four-eyes principle for approval.
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5.3.3 Example Realiza on of Instance Migra on
Listing 5 Example of a Migration Deﬁnition with an Ant Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

<project name="instance-migration" basedir="." default="test">
<import file="ant-bpm-instance-migration-lib.xml"/>
<property file="locator.properties"/>
<property name="reports.dir" value="test/output/reports"/>
<property name="plan.dir" value="test/output/plans"/>
<locatorConfig id="bpm.host" host="host1" port="44000"
user="admin" password="admin"/>
<target name="generate.report" depends="init">
<compositeInstanceFilterDef id="all.instance"
compositeDN="default/MigrateBetweenRevisions!1.0"/>
<locatorSession configId="bpm.host">
<migrateCompositeInstances filderId="all.instance"
revision="2.0" outputFile="${reports.dir}/R1.xml"/>
</locatorSession>
</target>
<target name="migrate.instances" depends="init">
<compositeInstanceFilterDef id="all.instance"
compositeDN="default/MigrateBetweenRevisions!1.0"/>
<locatorSession configId="bpm.host">
<migrateCompositeInstances filderId="all.instance"
revision="2.0" migrationPlan="${plan.dir}/P1.xml"/>
</locatorSession>
</target>
<target name="init">
<mkdir dir="${reports.dir}"/>
</target>
<target name="clean">
<delete dir="${reports.dir}" includes="**/*"/>
</target>
</project>

When upda ng a process deﬁni on, corresponding instances change their states into
»pending migra on«. In order to raise these instances to the updated process speciﬁca on, an instance can either be migrated »as is« or can be adjusted and being migrated based on these adjustments. In case an automa c migra on is possible, no
adjustments needs to be performed. Before the actual migra on can be performed,
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Oracle provides analysis for migra on. Thus, a er redeploying an op mized version
of the deﬁni on, migra on of running instances may need to be performed on several instances. Basically, this is done within four steps and starts with the men oned
analysis.
1. discover which instances have to be migrated
2. run the migra on feasibility report
3. create the migra on plan
4. perform the migra on
Technically, Ant Tasks9 deﬁne the analysis and the migra on. When looking at the
example Ant Task in Lis ng 5, on line 10 proper es how the migra on report will be
generated are speciﬁed. A ﬁlter can be speciﬁed, which instances should be considered for the feasibility report. The feasibility report provides informa on about which
instances can be migrated automa cally, which of them have to be adjusted and which
instances cannot be migrated at all. As can be seen on line 24, the plan of how manually migrate instances is provided. Speciﬁca on of how this can be achieved, is stored
in an XML ﬁle, which will be deﬁned by user through a GUI. Similar to the interface for
an ordinary ﬂow adjustment (cf. Figure 5.4), reassignment of removed ac vi es can
be realized.

5.4 IBM Business Process Manager 8.5.5
IBM provides a similar approach to Oracle’s BPM pla orm. As a holis c BPM solu on,
IBM oﬀers10 tools for process design, process execu on, process monitoring and features for op mizing business processes. In order to ensure advantages of BPM in an
en re company, the suite is fully scalable in combina on with a service oriented architecture (SOA). Furthermore, the IBM Business Process Manager oﬀers content management solu ons with basic case management features. According to their product
ﬂyer, ad hoc support including collabora ve and social working capabili es are provided as well.

5.4.1 Capabili es of migra ng running Instances
Since IBM’s solu on provides features for process op miza on, the system is required
to oﬀer update mechanisms respec vely. Long running business process deﬁni ons
are likely to be improved during their execu on and thus their corresponding instances
are required to deal with updated models. The IBM Business Process Manager is capable of handling such requirements. Workﬂow models are preferably modeled in BPEL.
Therefore IBM provides capabili es for adding and removing BPEL’s basic ac vi es
(see [62] for BPEL speciﬁca on) as well as modifying the ac vi es’ proper es during
9
10

Apache Ant, https://ant.apache.org/
IBM BPM Manager Advanced, http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/en/businessprocess-manager-advanced
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Figure 5.5: Steps needed for migrating running Instances
run me. Basic ac vi es are Assign, Empty, Human Task, Invoke, Java Snippet, Reply,
Rethrow, Terminate, Throw and Wait. Moreover Fault Handlers and Event Handlers
in general can be adjusted. Even Loops, Choices and Branches are supported to be
allowed during run me.
In order to migrate an instance, where its model has been altered, a migra on speciﬁca on is needed. Figure 5.5 shows how such a migra on process is performed. A er
upda ng the process model, a migra on speciﬁca on will be created. With the assistance of this speciﬁca on the process server migrates the instances. Which instances
to migrate and which version of the workﬂow deﬁni on will be used can be speciﬁed in
the migra on speciﬁca on. Regarding transparency of instance migra on the system
supports event tracking in combina on with available version historiza on.

5.4.2 Limita ons of migra ng running Instances
In case that just proper es of basic ac vi es are adjusted, migra on is not a problem.
As soon as changes to the business logic are applied, several restric ons arise when
instances should be updated. In general, regions of an instance, where adjustments
have been made may not be entered otherwise migra on will fail. More precisely,
this is partly true for more sophis cated BPEL objects. Since Event Handlers are assigned to a certain scope in the process, this scope must not have been entered by
the execu on progress in order migra on to succeed. This is the same for Loop and
Choise elements. Branches, however, do not need to be a er the execu on state enrely. Just the changed region in the aﬀected branch needs to be untouched by the
execu on. Beside restric ons in more sophis cated elements, following mechanisms
are not supported in case of migra on.
 compensa on logic
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 SQL snippets
 correla on
 custom proper es
 administra ve tasks
 removal or modiﬁca ons of variables
 data map ac vi es

5.4.3 Example Realiza on of migra ng running Instances
As illustrated in Figure 5.5, a migra on speciﬁca on will be used in order to tell the
process server how to handle running instances. A er the new version of the process
is created it can be deployed on the process server including the migra on speciﬁcaon.
Listing 6 Command for Bulk Migration
1
2
3
4
5
6

install_root/bin/wsadmin.sh -f migrateProcessInstances.py
[([-node node_name] -server server_name) | (-cluster cluster_name)]
(-templateName template_name)
(-sourceValidFromUTC timestamp)
[(-targetValidFromUTC timestamp)]
[(-slice slice_size)]

Instance migra on can be accomplished in three diﬀerent ways. By providing an administra ve script several op ons help to successfully migrate running processes. Furthermore the pla orm exposed the migra on capability to the API. Lastly, convenient
migra on is provided by the Business Process Choreographer Explorer, which is part
of the solu on.
Listing 7 Output when starting migrateProcessInstances Script
1

WASX7209I: Connected to process "server1" on node linuxNode01 using SOAP
connector;

2

The type of process is: UnManagedProcess WASX7303I: The following options
are passed to the scripting environment and are available as
arguments that are stored in the argv variable: "[-server,␣host1,␣templateName,␣TestProcess1,␣-␣sourceValidFromUTC,␣2014-11-29T14:44:01
]"

3
4

The process instance migration is running on server 'host1' on node 'node1'.
Please check the log files of the server to get information about the
progress and results of the migration.
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Basically, a migra on speciﬁca on is created by just deﬁning the source and the target
version of the migra on. Addi onally, diﬀerences can be shown by the system. Since
a lot of instances can be referenced to a certain process model, migra on of each
instan a on might not be eﬃcient. Therefore IBM provides the possibility of a bulk
migra on11 . Migra on in bulk can be performed with the help of an administra ve
script. Therefore IBM provides the script migrateProcessInstances.py. As can be seen
in Lis ng 6, the server, the template and the start me needs to be speciﬁed.
A er execu ng the command, just a start message will be displayed in the console.
Like described in Lis ng 7 the actual progress and the result can be seen in the corresponding log ﬁle12 . Obviously instances, which are in an end state (like ﬁnished,
terminated, failed and compensated), are not to be migrated.

11

Migrating BPEL Instances in Bulk,
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSNKAY/com.ibm.wbpm.bpc.doc/topics
/tadmin_instance_migrate.html
12
Technical Migration Guide,
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/bpm/bpmjournal/1305_norelus/1305_norelus.html
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Being innova ve is the most crucial aspect for a lot of organiza ons in order to compete in the global market. Innova on depends on me, risk and most importantly,
change. Changes cannot be avoided and therefore people have to live with it. However, if changes are useful and appreciated, depends on the viewing perspec ve. What
if companies could decide to be the ini ator for a change? Probably a lot of ﬁrms could
gain an advantage out of being the ini ator for certain changes. So u lizing changes
instead of comba ng them sounds like the most appropriate choice. Thus, innovaon indeed can help businesses to gain an advantage. Eventually, advantage can be
deﬁned by the diﬀerence of innova on between an organiza on and its compe tors.
Beside changes, me and risk inﬂuences innova on capabili es as well. Because compe on is hard to handle without being innova ve, companies are forced to take risks
and trying new things. As a result, ﬁrms strive to minimize risk and s ll looking for
innova ons. For a state of the art organiza on, informa on technology plays a major
role for administra on and opera on together with support throughout the en re ins tu on. Since ﬁrms are managed by computer systems, such systems are required
not just to support innova on but rather drive this kind of inten ons. Development
of specialized computer programs, swallows money and more importantly, me. That
is the reason why companies have been looking for an abstract way to tell computer
systems what they can help them with. Results, among others, are known as process
modeling languages, state machine illustra ons and rule based speciﬁca ons of how
describing computer programs in a more natural way. Hiding complexity by simplifying program speciﬁca ons leads to faster implementa on of such systems. Time is
the third dependency innova on rely on. Thus, if technology is op mized to do things
faster and addi onally can enable new a empts of doing business, companies meet
the precondi ons for being an innova ve company.
Computer systems are intended to solve repe ve tasks by maximizing speed and
minimizing failures. As a result programs are sta c and have not been built to be
ﬂexible in the past. Nowadays IT changed its paradigms and is keen on providing ﬂexible, lightweight and scalable solu ons with decreasing maintenance eﬀort. Process
engines basically execute corresponding process speciﬁca ons. Even those speciﬁca ons need to be adaptable to some extent. Full featured solu ons come in many
shapes and sizes and two big ones have been men oned in this work (cf. sec on 5.3
and 5.4) in case of their capability of instance adaptability. Those solu ons provide
support for case management (cf. sec on 3.5.3) as well as for tradi onal business process execu on. Since case management introduced a new handling of unpredictable
processes, this paradigm is meant to be operated by humans, i.e. knowledge workers.
However, highly repe ve processes, which are automated need to be updated from
me to me. Beside IBM and Oracle, other companies provide similar approaches for
dealing with BPM in a ﬂexible manner. S ll there are limita ons when it comes to in-
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stance migra on in order to reference updated process model versions. And this is just
considered the technical point of view, where usability has not been paid a en on at
all.
Although BPMN is a de facto standard when it comes to deﬁne business processes, its
usage in some projects is ques onable. As men oned in sec on 2.2.1, execu on of
plain BPMN is hardly possible, which imply BPMN would just be a plain modeling notaon. Because of the widespread usage and famous supporters of this nota on systems
with support for BPMN will not stop to exist. Alterna ve approaches are available although its maturity in all aspects of the system is not that clear. One example is S-BPM
[31], which is based on state machines. As long as BPMN based systems are usable
and are able to be reﬁned, companies will use them. Nevertheless, when thinking of
instance migra on, BPMN is restric ng features from being feasible. For example, attached events limit the capability of instance migra on in PAIS as described in sec on
5.3.2. Actually, people just want an easy way to tell the computer system what to do
and as already explained, easy in this case means that complexity is totally hidden. At
least technological complexity should be hidden, because business requirements s ll
can be sophis cated to some extent. Probably AI will help to reveal new possibili es
to communicate with computers in an advanced way. In the best case humans tell the
system what they want to be the outcome and the computer will try to accomplish
the task. Basically, this has already been done by goal based automa on, described
in sec on 4.6.4. Yet maturity is far from being useful throughout the en re process
solu on.
For now, ﬂexibility to a certain extent is feasible, however for whom it is actually realizable has to be discussed. Certain adapta ons s ll require the knowledge and experience of a specialist, which has not the kind of understanding of the business side
as the knowledge worker would have. Although there are GUIs, where user experience needs to be improved. Several companies revealed mobile apps for dealing with
business requirements and thus with the advantage of using a mobile device for capturing data, change se ngs and several other things, which could help the company
aligning their processes to the real world. In the end it is just the level of abstrac on
compared with the convenience to use and work with those system, developed as a
holis c solu on.
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